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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aim of this deliverable is to aid the INACHUS developers and end‐users to understand legal, ethical and
societal dimensions of the proposed INACHUS integrated system.
The main purpose of urban search and rescue (USaR) operations are to alleviate human suffering and to save
lives. The INACHUS solution will help in achieving this aim. The ethical and societal considerations of the
integrated INACHUS system encompass the INACHUS technology, how this technology will be used in the USaR
processes, as well as the whole INACHUS business model. (hereafter “INACHUS solution”).
The “right to life with dignity” approach in the humanitarian aid field emphasizes that the INACHUS project
should help USaR crews not only to save lives efficiently, but to do it in a dignified way. The use of INACHUS,
therefore, concerns the values of safety and well‐being, rather than just security and surveillance. But since the
same technology and data can also be used for surveillance purposes and for creating sensationalism in the
media, it can create tension between ethical values and rights of privacy and data protection. Further, the
challenge is to create a business model which prohibits the unethical use of the INACHUS system. The
unintended or unethical use of data produced by the INACHUS system can be a threat for the humanitarian
movement as a whole, which is based on trust and confidence.
This deliverable has been produced in the early stage of the INACHUS project, when use cases and processes
and business models are not yet defined. Therefore it provides general considerations and guidelines. The
ethical and societal investigation of the INACHUS project will continue during the whole INACHUS project life‐
span, including the pilots.
In this deliverable, first we summarize the INACHUS project. In the second chapter, we outline the legislation
framework for USaR operations, identify relevant rights prescribed in the European Charter of Fundamental
Rights in the context of USaR operations, present ethical principles defined in various international guidelines
for humanitarian aid and USaR operations, and finally summarize this information in the “INACHUS code of
conduct”. In the third chapter, we investigate privacy and data protection issues of the proposed INACHUS
integrated system. In the fourth chapter we provide an initial Societal Impact Assessment of the INACHUS
solution. Finally in the fifth chapter, we provide ethical guidelines for the development of the INACHUS
solution.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this deliverable is to aid the INACHUS developers and end‐users to understand legal, ethical and
societal dimensions of the proposed INACHUS integrated system. The ethical and societal considerations of the
INACHUS system encompass the integrated INACHUS technology, how this technology will be used in the USaR
processes, as well as the whole INACHUS business model. (hereafter “INACHUS solution”, see figure 1).

Investigating ethical and societal issues of USaR operations and the INACHUS technology is a multidisciplinary
issue. USaR operations involve humanitarian aid, civil protection and disaster management. Its main motivation
is to alleviate human suffering and to save lives. The idea of USaR technology and INACHUS is to help to make
USaR operations more efficient. The use of INACHUS therefore, involves the values of safety and well‐being,
rather than just concerns for security and surveillance. But since the same technology and data can also be
used for surveillance purposes and for creating sensationalism in the media, it also influences ethical values
and rights of privacy and data protection. The philosophical starting point for this ethical investigation and
societal impact assessment is the idea that security, privacy and fundamental rights are not necessarily in
contradiction with the INACHUS solution; they may all be pursued together. This thinking is especially
important if we believe that the use of INACHUS can help USaR crews not only to save lives efficiently, but also
to do it in a dignified way, and by promoting also other human rights, humanitarian principles and codes of
conduct.

The practical starting point for this investigation is the integrated INACHUS technology and its intended use for
USaR operations, and not for single INACHUS components, which can be used for many other purposes.
However, threats concerning the dual/misuse of INACHUS are discussed as part of the societal impact
assessment.

This deliverable has been prepared by applying the guidelines of the “Societal Impact Expert Working Group EC
1

DG ENTR Report February 2012 (SIEWG 2012) , as well as utilizing tools of the Societal Impact Assessment (SIA)
methods provided by the ASSERT project (ASSERT 2014). Ethical and societal issues of INACHUS concern both

1
The SIEWG 2012 report is based on the following concerns: Citizen rights; Research ethics; Societal relevance and Security technologies
& civil liberties inside & outside the EU. According to the report Citizens rights should be a fundamental requirement which could and
should lead to drawing boundaries of what is and what is not acceptable in EC funded security research. Further, principles of
research ethics include accountability for scientific procedures, clarification of criteria and choice of research objects,
disinterestedness, regard for conflicts of interest, consent of participants in research, confidentiality, transparency of methods and
results, respect for data protection and ownership, among other things are important. However, research ethics limits itself to norms
concerning the way in which a research project should be performed not with whether there are concerns about the research
subject or goals of the research. Therefore, societal relevance asks whether research actually leads to enhancing the security of
European citizens and how it will affect the lives of citizens in doing so. F i n a l l y , it would be inconsistent for the EU to evolve
security innovations, which respect our treaty obligations to civil liberties and human rights, whilst servicing the security regimes of
other states that simply do not. This means that even if a security innovation, be it a technology a technique or software is deemed
appropriate within democratic societies then we still need to make sure that the innovation is used appropriately in other
countries.
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the integrated INACHUS technology, how INACHUS and its data will be used in USaR processes, as well as the
whole business model (how and to whom INACHUS will be marketed and for what use). However, since this
deliverable has been produced in the early stage of the INACHUS project, when use cases and processes and
business models are not yet defined, it provides general considerations and recommendations.

INACHUS business model

The use of INACHUS and the data it produces (processes)
Integrated INACHUS Technology (hw,sw)

Figure 1: INACHUS Solution

In this deliverable, first we summarize the INACHUS project. In the second chapter, we outline the legislation
framework for USaR operations, identify relevant rights outlined in the European Charter of Fundamental
Rights in the context of USaR operations, present ethical principles defined in various international guidelines
for humanitarian aid and USaR operations, and finally summarize this information in the “INACHUS code of
conduct”. In the third chapter, we investigate privacy and data protection issues of the proposed INACHUS
integrated system. In the fourth chapter we provide an initial Societal Impact Assessment of the INACHUS
solution. Finally in the fifth chapter, we provide ethical guidelines for the development of the INACHUS
solution.
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1. INACHUS
In this section, first we provide background information on the INACHUS project and the project’s concept.
After that, we identify the key stakeholders who might be interested and/or affected by the INACHUS project
and its outcome; the INACHUS solution.

1.1.

Summary of the INACHUS concept
(see INACHUS 2014)

The INACHUS project is a large‐scale integrating project financed by the 7

th

Framework program (EU

contribution 10Me) under the topic SEC‐2013.4.2.‐1, “Fast rescue of disaster surviving victims: Simulation of
and situation awareness during structural collapses including detection of survivors and survival spaces”. The
consortium consists of 20 partners from 10 EU countries (see figure below). The project started on 1/1/2015
and will continue for 48 months until the end of the year 2018.

Figure 2: Consortium of INACHUS project

The approach of the INACHUS project is based on the following principles:
1.

Increased effectiveness with the same number of human resources

2.

Effective/safe means and uninterrupted flow of information and decision making through
different levels of command and control and logistical organization

3.

End user‐driven approach
Operational organizations from Day‐Number 1
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Heavily involved in determining the specifications
Provide feedback so that the INACHUS system is constantly improved and complies with
the established USaR procedures

The INACHUS integrated system offers tools for planning and mitigation, as well as to the respond phase of
disaster management (INACHUS concept, see figure 3). The main objectives of the INACHUS integrated system
are defined as:


wide-area situation awareness solutions for improved detection and localization of trapped
victims



simulation tools for predicting structural failures



holistic decision support mechanism incorporating operational procedures and resources of
relevant actors



Significant time reduction related to the Urban Search and Rescue (USaR) phase

Figure 3: INACHUS Concept

1.2.

Stakeholders of the INACHUS project

Stakeholders are those organizations and people who are or might be interested in or affected by the INACHUS
project and/or INACHUS solution with its various components. In this early stage of the INACHUS project, the
following key stakeholder groups have been identified:
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End‐users

End‐users of the INACHUS solution in the disaster area include strategic decision makers and
emergency managers, as well as operational decision makers and relevant work forces. They may be
USaR team members and local authorities in the disaster area, or USaR team members from assisting
countries. Key users on the operative level of the USaR teams are the first responders (firemen,
medical personnel, police), although they represent only one part of the end‐user group.

Organizations representing end‐users in the INACHUS project are as follows (INACHUS 2014):


Entente Pour la Foret Mediterranee (EPLFM), France



Södertörns brandförsvarsför bund (SBFF), Sweden



TCABBITF, Turkey



Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization (EPPO), Greece



Fire Brigade Berlin – Wilfried Gräfling (Fire Protection Director Berlin), Germany



INTOPS, Sweden



City of Sakarya, Disaster and Emergency Management Center, Turkey



Basque Civil Protection Agency, Spain



Comune di Pieve di Cento, Italy



Department of Fire‐fighters, Rescue and Civil Defence Agency, Italy

Paying customers:
Potential buyers of the INACHUS solution could be countries/regions in which there are constant risks
for earthquakes and other natural disasters in urban areas, e.g. Japan, Turkey, China, California. The
purchasing consortium could perhaps consist of regional municipalities, insurance companies etc., or it
could be a single regional municipality. But on the other hand, rescue forces in various countries could
be interested in buying only certain components of the technology.

Victims of urban and man‐made disasters:
Both the trapped victims, their relatives, and other local people (either in direct danger, or indirectly
affected) are essential stakeholders of the INACHUS solution in the disaster area. They can even be
perceived as end‐users of the INACHUS information and its communication facilities.

Other stakeholders:
Other stakeholders of the INACHUS solution in disaster areas include at least those organizations
which make the basic decisions on rescue activities in catastrophe regions. In practice, they vary case
by case.
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Since INACHUS applies to (and also tries to impact) INSARAG guidelines, EU civil protection mechanism
guidelines, as well and data protection legislation and standardization, these organizations are crucial
stakeholders of the INACHUS project.
Voluntary organizations and movements involved in disaster management and communication, such
as CrisisMappers and Sahana Software Foundation, are essential stakeholders since their activities
overlap with INACHUS.

The INACHUS project with its various stakeholders is a multifaceted issue to be investigated from a legal,
ethical and societal viewpoint. Ethical and societal issues of proposed integrated INACHUS system concern both
the INACHUS technology, how INACHUS and its data will be used in USaR processes, as well as the whole
business model. In the following section, we establish an ethical framework for that INACHUS solution.
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2. Review on UsaR ethics, guidelines and regulations
In this section we first introduce principles and values behind UsaR activities. Second, we outline the legislation
framework for USaR operations. Third, we identify relevant fundamental rights and values described in the
European Charter of Fundamental Rights in the context of USaR operations. Following this, we present ethical
principles and guidelines defined in various international codes of conduct, and finally summarize all these
guidelines as an initial “INACHUS code of conduct”.

2.1.

Background

Urban search and rescue (USaR) is a deeply ethical and value laden activity. Its aim is to alleviate human
suffering and to save lives. Humanitarian action – such as USaR ‐ is guided by four widely accepted principles,
originally defined by the Red Cross in 1965. These principles lay the framework for many codes of conducts and
guidelines applied in USaR operations. The principles are as follows:
• Humanity: Human suffering must be addressed wherever it is found. The purpose of humanitarian
action is to protect life and health and ensure respect for human beings.
• Impartiality: Humanitarian action must be carried out on the basis of need alone, giving priority to
the most urgent cases of distress and making no adverse distinction on the basis of nationality, race,
gender, religious belief, class or political opinion.
• Independence: Humanitarian action must be autonomous from the political, economic, military or
other objectives that any actor may hold with regard to areas where humanitarian action is being
implemented.
• Neutrality: Humanitarian actors must not take sides in hostilities or engage in controversies of a
political, racial, religious or ideological nature (see e.g. Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS) 2014)

In addition to the above principles, Human Rights enshrined in International Humanitarian law and
International Human Rights law offer a wider perspective for humanitarian aid. In the European context,
human rights are expressed in the European Convention on Human Rights (EU 2010a). Further, in the
background of the European Charter of Fundamental Rights (EU 2010b) there are the same human rights.

USaR is also an activity based on solidarity and co-operation. In USaR operations, there are various parties
involved, such as public civil defence organizations, public servants of states affected by disasters, public
servants of assisting states, and humanitarian NGOs. As Article 222 of the Solidarity Clause in Treaty of Lisbon
(2007) states: “The Union and its member states shall act jointly in a spirit of solidarity if a member state is the
object of a terrorist attack or the victim of natural or man-made disaster (EU 2007)”.
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Legislation and Guidelines for USaR operations

In the past decade, the number of disasters and terrorist attacks in the US and Europe have increased the EU’s
civil protection cooperation. Related to this phenomenon, relevant legislation has also been extended by
creating new instruments and guidelines (Bara and Doctor 2010). At the same time, the importance of creating
solidarity between Member States in the EU has been prioritized. USaR operations and its associated
technologies operate in the context of humanitarian, emergency, development, civil defense, disasters, civil
protection and environment depending on the actor or the established legislation/guidelines. It can be stated
that most of the legislation and guidelines regarding USaR activities and relevant technologies are based on
cooperation.

Universal codifications in the humanitarian and civil protection environment began in the nineteenth century
after sovereign states drafted practical rules between each other, linking humanitarian concerns and military
action. At the intergovernmental level, the key actors providing legislation and guidelines for Urban Search and
Rescue can be defined as international actors; the United Nations (UN), the European Union (EU) and Non‐
Governmental Organizations (NGOs). The UN and EU are developing their own legal framework for
humanitarian assistance. This means that international disaster response law is rapidly growing (Heinze and
Zwitter 2011). The International Search and Rescue Advisory Group (INSARAG), working under UN Office for
the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA), pays an important role globally. The national level actors
are all recognized countries, including European Union Member States.

The aim of this chapter is to understand the legal aspects of humanitarian actions and USaR activities which are
necessary when considering INACHUS solutions in emergency situations. Firstly, the legal framework and
guidelines regarding USaR work and cooperation will be introduced. Secondly, the legal framework of satellite
technology and data protection for the integrated INACHUS system will be outlined. To provide a sound
overview of guidelines and legislation, this review gathers the selected guidelines and legislation which can be
seen as “necessary to take under consideration”.

2.2.1. Universal legal framework
International Humanitarian Law (IHL) is a set of rules aiming to limit the effects of armed conflict.
International Law is the main body of rules governing the relations between sovereign states, and IHL is part of
this framework. International Law includes agreements between states, including treaties and conventions that
make a part of customary rules and general principles for sovereign states. The key treaties of IHL are the
Hague Conventions (1907), the Four Geneva Conventions (1949) and Additional Protocols I and II, 1977 (API
and APII) (Haider 2013). IHL is enshrined in the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and almost every state in the
world has signed the conventions. The root of IHL is tied to the rules of ancient civilizations and religions (ICRC
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2004). In practice, IHL protects civilians and medical and religious military personnel, and noncombatants who
are not take part in the fighting. The two areas that International Humanitarian Law (IHL) covers are:
‐

the protection of those who are not, or are no longer, taking part in fighting;

‐

restrictions on the means of warfare – in particular weapons– and the methods of warfare, such as
military tactics.

In relief efforts, International Humanitarian Law shall be undertaken with the consent of state parties. There is
debate about whether consent is required in all circumstances. The key provisions of IHL can be described as:
1.

Principles of distinction; necessity and proportionality; humane treatment; non‐discrimination

2.

The obligation of an occupying power to ensure that populations in the occupied territory have
necessities (e.g. food, medical and health supplies and services)

3.

The obligation of states to ensure the respect and protection of relief workers

4.

Rules on access to affected populations and delivery of humanitarian assistance in international armed
conflicts (e.g. entry of personnel, customs clearance, taxation of relief)

5.

Rules concerning vulnerable groups: entail both non‐discrimination and positive measures.

Sovereign states need to integrate IHL into their national legal frameworks. To facilitate this integration, states
have established national committees and inter‐ministerial bodies.

International human rights law (IHRL) operates during armed conflict, crisis and disaster settings as well in
times of peace IHRL outlines the duties and obliges states to respect, protect and to fulfil human rights of those
persons under their jurisdiction. The key treaties of IHRL are:
‐

International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
1966 (ICESCR)

‐

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide, 1948

‐

Other international treaties, such as the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW)(1979), and regional treaties, such as regional IDP conventions (Clapham 2007).

International refugee law protects and assists individuals who have crossed the border and are at risk or
victims of persecution in the country (not Internally Displaced Persons). It operates in peacetime and during
armed conflict.

International disaster response laws, rules and principles (IDRL) aims to improve the international
humanitarian framework covering humanitarian assistance to populations in the context of natural disasters.
UN General Assembly Resolutions emphasize that sovereignty is a key feature of international disaster
assistance.
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The European Union Solidarity Clause was introduced in the Treaty of Lisbon in 2007. Article 222 states: “The
Union and its member states shall act jointly in a spirit of solidarity if a member state is the object of a terrorist
attack or the victim of natural or man-made disaster” (EU 2007). The solidarity clause requires that Member
States act jointly in assisting another member state in the situation of terrorist attacks natural or man‐made
disasters. The European Commission and the High Representative, with the support of the European External
Action Services, identify the instruments and capabilities to response to the crisis. (EU 2014).

The European Union was officially established in 1985. The mechanism of civil protection is based on
cooperation between participating states. The European Civil Protection was established as a means of
cooperation in 1985. The cooperation focused on managing large‐scale natural disasters (Bara and Doctor
2010). In the context of civil protection the Community Action Programme was established in 1999. The
Community Civil Protection Mechanism was introduced in the COUNCIL DECISION of 23 October 2001 as part of
cooperation efforts in civil protection. The decision imposes obligations on the Commission as well as on
Participants.

The accepted European Union definitions regarding civil protection are used in this review (EU2014b):
‐

‘European Union Mechanism’ was introduced by the COUNCIL DECISION of 23 October 2001 when
establishing a Community mechanism to facilitate reinforced cooperation in civil protection assistance
interventions

‐

'requester of assistance' means the Member State or a third country affected by a disaster or
imminent disaster or expecting to be affected by an imminent disaster, as well as the United Nations
and its agencies and other relevant international organizations as specified

‐

'civil protection assistance' means teams, experts or modules intended for civil protection, with their
equipment, as well as relief materials or supplies needed to mitigate the immediate consequences of a
disaster.

In accordance to Article 9(6) of Decision No 1313/2013/EU the EU Member States shall register their modules,
technical assistance and support teams (incl. USaR), and other response capacities and experts in the CECIS
Database.

The legal framework of USaR, which need to be addressed in INACHUS, and described in this review, can be
found in the table below:
LEGISLATION/LEGAL FRAMEWORK
International Humanitarian Law
(IHL)

DESCRIPTION
IHL regulates the conduct of
warfare. IHL is set of rules
which seek, for
humanitarian reasons, to

OBJECTIVE
International law is contained in agreements
between States – treaties or conventions –, in
customary rules, which consist of State practice
considered by them as legally binding, and in
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limit the effects of armed
conflict. A major part of
international humanitarian
law is contained in the four
Geneva Conventions of
1949.
IHRL operates during armed
conflict, crisis and disaster
settings as well in in
peacetime.
IRF operates in peacetime
and during armed conflict.

COUNCIL DECISION of 23 October
2001 establishing a Community
mechanism to facilitate reinforced
cooperation in civil
protection assistance
interventions (EC 2001)

The affected state has
primary responsibility for all
aspects of humanitarian
assistance within its
territory (initiation,
organisation, coordination
and implementation).
The solidarity clause
provides act to jointly in
assisting another member
state under the situation of
terrorist attack, natural or
man-made disasters.
Community action
programme in the field of
civil protection (hereinafter
called this ‘programme’) is
hereby established
for the period 1 January
2000 to 31 December 2004
Establishment of a
community mechanism to
facilitate reinforced
cooperation in civil
protection assistance
interventions (EC 2001)

COM(2010)600 Communication
Towards a stronger European

The strategy outlined in this
Communication represents

European Union Solidarity Clause

COUNCIL DECISION of 9 December
1999 establishing a Community
action programme in the field of
civil protection

Copyright INACHUS
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general principles.

It outlines the duties and obligations of states to
respect, protect and to fulfil human rights of
those persons under their jurisdiction.
The protection and assistance to individuals who
have crossed the border and are at risk or
victims of persecution in the country (not IDPs).
To improve the international humanitarian
framework covering humanitarian assistance to
populations in the context of natural disasters

The Union and its member states shall act jointly
in a spirit of solidarity if a member state is the
object of a terrorist attack or the victim of
natural or man-made disasters.

To support and supplement Member States'
efforts at national, regional and local levels for
the protection of persons, property and in so
doing environment, in the event of natural and
technological disasters, without prejudice to the
internal division of competence in Member
States.
Imposes obligations on the Commission as well
as on Participants in the mechanisms. To define
common rules, especially on the following
matters:
1) resources available for assistance
intervention
2) the Monitoring and Information Centre
(MIC). > nowadays Emergency Response
Coordination Centre (ERCC)
3) the Common Emergency Communication
and Information System (CECIS)
4) the assessment and/or coordination teams,
as laid down in Article 4(c), including criteria
for the selection of experts
5) the training programme,
6) information on medical resources, and
7) the interventions inside as well as outside
the Community
It will help maximize the impact of the EU's
contribution to alleviating the suffering of the
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disaster response: the role of civil
protection and humanitarian
assistance.

DECISION No 1313/2013/EU of the
European Parliament and the
Council of
17 December 2013 on a Union Civil
Protection Mechanism (EU2013)

EUROPEAN COMMISSION
IMPLEMENTING DECISION of of
16.10.2014
laying down rules for the
implementation of Decision No
1313/2013/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council on a
Union Civil Protection Mechanism
and repealing Commission
Decisions 2004/277/EC, Euratom
and 2007/606/EC, Euratom
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the first step in the
development of a reinforced
EU disaster response
capacity. Legislative
proposals will be proposed
in 2011 to implement the
key proposals.

victims of disasters inside the EU and across the
world. Building on the European Consensus on
Humanitarian Aid,[1] the Communication on
Reinforcing the Union's Disaster Response
Capacity,[2] and drawing inspiration from the
Barnier report and the debate it generated[3]
the present Communication focuses on civil
protection and humanitarian assistance, the two
main instruments at the EU’s disposal to ensure
rapid and effective delivery of EU relief
assistance to people faced with the immediate
consequences of disasters.
This Decision shall apply to
The Union Civil Protection Mechanism ("the
cooperation in the field of
Union Mechanism") shall aim to strengthen the
civil protection.
cooperation between the Union and the
Member States and to facilitate coordination in
the field of civil protection in order to improve
the effectiveness of systems for preventing,
preparing for and responding to natural and
man-made disasters.
This Decision lays down
In particular, modules should be capable of
detailed rules for the
working self-sufficiently for a given period of
implementation of Decision
time, be quick to deploy, and interoperable. In
No 1313/2013/EU
order to enhance the interoperability of modules,
measures are needed at Union and Member
State levels. Modules as well as technical
assistance and support teams may be composed
of resources provided by one or more Member
States. Where a module or a technical assistance
and support team are composed of more than
one component, the deployment of that module
or technical assistance and support team in an
intervention may be limited to the components
necessary for that intervention.
Table 1: The legal framework of USaR

2.2.2. Legal Framework of satellite technology and for data protection
Addressing technical obstacles to disaster relief delivery may require amendments to domestic regulations and
procedures, allowing for cross‐border delivery in areas such as immigration, tele‐communications, technology,
customs and transport (Caron and Telesetsky 2014).

The integrated INACHUS system with its various components involves several technological perspectives. In the
context of this deliverable it is not possible to cover the whole terrain of single INACHUS technologies and their
legislation and regulation abroad. Rather we see important to highlight two viewpoints which are of special
concern when it comes to the legal framework of the integrated INACHUS solution, namely satellite technology
and data protection.
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Satellite technology legislation
The legal challenges exist especially regarding satellite remote sensing. “Satellite remote sensing refers
to technology used for observing various earth phenomena with instruments that are typically onboard
a spacecraft”. Satellite remote sensing enables information to be provided in different phases such as
in assessment, preparedness, mitigation, early warning, and impact assessment and emergency
communication. (Carbera-Alvarado et al 2013) In terms of legal challenges, the concerns might be for
example: privacy and national security, intellectual property, liability, and harmonization of data and
licensing. The use of satellite technology for humanitarian activities has increased and for example the
following actors make use of these technologies: the United Nations Institute for Training and
Research (UNITAR) through its Operational Satellite Applications Programme (UNOSAT), and the
United Nations Platform for Space‐based Information for Disaster Management and Emergency
Response (UNSPIDER).

A single overarching legal framework governing satellite data for disaster management does not yet
exist. The use of the applicable law is therefore required on a case‐by‐case basis, even where the
provision of data is strictly for humanitarian purposes (Ito 2011).

Privacy and data protection
Recently, capabilities to gather, analyze, disseminate, and preserve vast quantities of data raise
concerns about the nature of privacy and the means by which individual privacy might be
compromised or protected. In 2013, the OECD updated its Privacy Guidelines, which supplements the
Fair Information Practice Principles with mechanisms to implement and enforce privacy protections.
The APEC Cross Border Privacy Rules System, also announced in 2013, largely follows the OECD
guidelines. (Executive Office of the President 2014).

Personal data is any information relating to an individual, whether it relates to his or her private,
professional, or public life. It can be anything from a name, a photo, an email address, bank details,
posts on social networking websites, medical information, or a computer’s IP address. The EU data
protection rules apply when a person can be identified, directly or indirectly, by such data. The EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights states that everyone has the right to personal data protection in all
aspects of life: at home, at work, whilst shopping, receiving medical treatment, at a police station or
on the Internet. (EU2012) The principles of data protection should apply to any information
concerning an identified or identifiable natural person (EU2014b).

At the core of the EU’s data protection legislation, there are personal data protecting acts in each
country (e.g. Personal Data Act 523/1999 in Finland). They include, among other things, sections on
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general rules on the processing of personal data, on the processing of sensitive data, on the transfer of
personal data to outside the European Union, on the data subject’s rights and on data security and
storage of personal data. Further in the background of the local personal data acts in the EU countries
there is Directive 95/46/EC on Data Protection, setting the framework for local legislation, including
the protection of the fundamental right of individuals in the context of data protection. This directive
has been under reform for several years. One reason for this reform is due to the differences in the
way that each EU country implements the law. This has led to an uneven level of protection of
personal data. The current rules also need to be modernized. (EU2012). It is expected that it will come
into effect in the near future (year 2016 or 2017). The document “Proposal for a Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council of the protection of individuals with regard to the processing
of personal data and on the free movement of such data” produced by Council of the European Union
(2014) can be a starting point to get familiar with the upcoming directive.

2.2.3. Intergovernmental guidance
The International Search and Rescue Advisory Group (INSARAG), established in 1991, has created a global
network of USaR teams, developed INSARAG Guidelines (by UNOCHA in 2009) and the INSARAG External
Classification (IEC) system. The United Nations General Assembly Resolution 57/150 made note of the work of
INSARAG in its guidelines on 26 December 2002.
UN OCHA
International Search and Rescue
Advisory Group
GUIDELINES AND METHODOLOGY

UN OCHA
On-Site Operations Coordination
Centre (OSOCC) Guidelines
2014

Since its establishment in
1991, INSARAG has made
significant progress and
developed a world-wide
accepted methodology for
the coordination of
international USAR teams
to the collapsed structure
emergencies and minimum
standards for the USAR
assistance.
The On-Site Operations
Coordination Centre
(OSOCC) is a rapid response
tool that provides a
platform for the
coordination of
international response
activities in the immediate
aftermath of a sudden onset
emergency or a rapid
change in a complex
emergency.

Strengthening the Effectiveness and
Coordination of International
Urban Search and Rescue Assistance

OSOCC Guidelines are intended for use by
organizations or response teams who may be
establishing and managing an OSOCC (e.g.,
United Nations Disaster Assessment and
Coordination [UNDAC] teams), organizations or
teams who may work within an OSOCC (e.g.,
Urban Search and Rescue [USAR] teams,
Foreign Medical Teams [FMTs], Cluster
Coordinators), and organizations who may
interact with an OSOCC (e.g., Government of a
requesting country, Local Emergency
Management Authority [LEMA], Cluster
Coordinators).
Table 2: Intergovernmental Guidelines
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The European Charter of Fundamental Rights in the context of USaR & INACHUS

The EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights brings together, in a single document, the protection of fundamental
rights protected in the EU. Established in 2000, the Charter became legally binding on the EU Member States
when it was ratified at the Treaty of Lisbon in December 2009. (http://ec.europa.eu/justice/fundamental‐
rights/charter/index_en.htm) According to the Societal Impact Expert Working Group Report (SIEWG2012)
these f u n d a m e n t a l rights should be a necessary requirement which could and should lead to drawing
boundaries

on what is and what is not acceptable in EC funded security research initiatives. These

fundamental rights are therefore the starting point for this deliverable.

In the table below there is a list of the Fundamental Rights defined in the European Charter of Fundamental
Rights (EU 2010). Rights are organized under the corresponding basic values; dignity, freedom, equality,
solidarity, citizens’ rights and justice.

In the context of USaR operations and the INACHUS, fundamental rights concern not only trapped victims, but
also other local people, as well as people working in the USaR teams. And although the use of the INACHUS
solution is concerned with the planning/mitigation and reduction phases of disaster management, and thus
does not encompass the recovery phase, the impact created through the use of the INACHUS solution also
makes the scope extend to the recovery phase of disaster management.

Rights which are most relevant when rescuing trapped victims are written in bold letters. Other rights which
are relevant in mitigation, reduction or even in the recovery phase, and which can also be promoted with the
help of INACHUS, are written in normal black letters. Finally those rights which are not closely connected to the
INACHUS solution are written with light grey letters.
Dignity

Equality

Citizens’ rights

1 Human dignity
2 Right to life
3 Right to the integrity of the person
4 Prohibition of torture and inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment
5 Prohibition of slavery and forced
labour

20 Equality before the law
21 Non-Discrimination
22 Cultural, religious and linguistic
diversity
23 Equality between women and
men
24 The rights of the child
25 The rights of the elderly
26 Integration of persons with
disabilities

39 Right to vote and to stand as a
candidate at elections to the European
parliament
40 Right to vote and to stand as a
candidate at municipal elections
41 Right to good administration
42 Right to access to documents
43 Right to access the European
Ombudsman
44 Right to petition
45 Freedom of movement and residence
46 Diplomatic and consular protection

Freedoms
6 Right to liberty and security
7 Respect for private and family life
8 Protection of personal data
9 Right to marry and right to founda
family
10 Freedom of thought, conscience and
religion
11 Freedom of expression and

Solidarity
27 Workers’ right to information
and consultation within the
undertaking
28 Right of collective bargaining
and action

Justice
47 Right to an effective remedy and to a
fair trial
48 Presumption of innocence and right
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information
12 Freedom of assembly and association
13 Freedom of the arts and sciences
14 Right to education
15 Freedom to choose an occupation
and right to engage in work
16 Freedom to conduct business
17 Right to property
18 Right to asylum
19 Protection in the event of removal,
expulsion or extradition
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29 Right of access to placement
services
30 Protection in the event of
unjustified dismissal
31 Fair and just working
conditions
32 Prohibition of child labour and
protection of young people at work
33 Family and professional life
34 Social security and social
assistance
35 Health care
36 Access to services of general
economic interest
37 Environmental protection
38 Consumer protection

to defense
49 Principles of legality and
proportionality of criminal offences and
penalties
50 Right not to be tried or punished
twice in criminal proceedings for the
same criminal offence

Table 3: EU fundamental rights
Rights to life and security

“Everyone has the right to life”
“Right to liberty and security”
2

Right to Life and Right to Liberty and Security (article 2 and 3) are the most important rights to be protected
and promoted during the mitigation and reduction phases of disaster management. As stated in the Sphere
Humanitarian Charter (Sphere 2011) “The right to protection and security is rooted in the provisions of
international law, in resolutions of the United Nations and other intergovernmental organizations, and in the
sovereign responsibility of states. The safety and security of people in situations of disaster or conflict is of
particular humanitarian concern, including the protection of refugees and internally displaced persons”.

As the aim of the INACHUS solution is to save the lives of trapped victims in an efficient way, these rights to life
and security justify the existence of the INACHUS solution. The use of INACHUS has a direct impact on these
rights. Further, INACHUS simulation tools and wide area information can also be used to inform other local
people, and e.g. to make more informed decisions on evacuating, and to promote their life and security.
Finally, the right to security is also essential from the viewpoint of the INACHUS business model and its
acceptance. The existence of the INACHUS solution and the possibility to use it may even diminish man‐made
disasters.

Rights of human dignity, integrity and diversity

2

see also article 2 “Right to life” and article 5 “Right to liberty and security” on European Convention on Human rights.
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“Human dignity is inviolable. It must be respected and protected”
“Everyone has the right to respect for his or her physical and mental integrity”
“The Union shall respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity.”

If the rights for life and security creates the need for USaR and disaster management, Human Dignity (article 1)
Integrity of the Person (article 3), and Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Diversity (Article 22) concern the quality
of relief efforts. As stated in the Sphere Humanitarian Charter (Sphere 2011) “The right to life entails the duty
to preserve life where it is threatened. Implicit in this is the duty not to withhold or frustrate the provision of lifesaving assistance.”

The information gathered from INACHUS wide area awareness and victim location can reveal, for example, the
cultural background and language of the victims. This can aid in choosing the best available way to rescue
people of different backgrounds in a dignified way. Dignity, however, concerns not only the trapped victims to
be rescued, but also other local people, as well as local USaR crews. Dignity is also a feeling of having decision
making power, freedom and autonomy.

Rights of vulnerable people

“Equality between women and men must be ensured in all areas, including employment, work
and pay. The principle of equality shall not prevent the maintenance or adoption of measures
providing for specific advantages in favour of the under-represented sex.”
“Children shall have the right to such protection and care as is necessary for their well-being…In
all actions relating to children, whether taken by public authorities or private institutions, the child's
best interests must be a primary consideration…”
“The Union recognises and respects the rights of the elderly to lead a life of dignity and independence
and to participate in social and cultural life.”
“The Union recognises and respects the right of persons with disabilities to benefit from
measures designed to ensure their independence, social and occupational integration and
participation in the life of the community.”

Rights of vulnerable people (Articles 23‐26), including women, children, the elderly and disabled people, is a
special concern in the context of disaster relief and USaR operations. This issue was discussed in the workshop
titled “Human rights in Disasters: Search and Rescue Operations in Disasters especially for vulnerable people”
organized

by

Council

of

Europe

in

Athens

2009

(http://civilprotection.gr/sites/default/gscp_uploads/ffnet_6_el_GR_0.pdf). The possibility to gain information
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e.g. via images of a victim’s gender and age, as well as using communication technology with the victims could
help USaR crews to execute rescue operation in a way which promotes the rights of vulnerable people.

Persons with disabilities run a much higher risk in the event of natural and man‐made disasters than persons
without disabilities. According to Art.11 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Persons

with Disabilities (UN 2006), Member States have engaged themselves to take "all necessary

measures to ensure the protection and safety of persons with disabilities in situations of risk, including
situations of armed conflict, humanitarian emergencies and the occurrence of natural disasters". In
addition, o n 4 S e p t e m b e r 2 0 0 7 , the European Parliament drafted a resolution on natural
disasters (EU 2007b).

Art.19 "Stresses the need to take special care in cases of natural disasters of the

specific needs of people with disabilities in all actions undertaken using the Civil Protection Mechanisms".
Further, according to the Verona Charter on the Rescue of Persons with Disabilities in case of Disasters (VERONA
2007), the potential of new second generation location (SGL) technologies should be fully implemented to
empower persons with disabilities and to ensure equal opportunity and treatment also in emergency situations.
E.g. profoundly deaf people may not use normal communication technology, but sensors, radar and image
capturing as part of the INACHUS system may help in promoting these rights of vulnerable people.

Non-discrimination

3

“Any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin,
genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a
national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation shall be prohibited.
Within the scope of application of the Treaties and without prejudice to any of their specific
provisions, any discrimination on grounds of nationality shall be prohibited.”

The humantitarian principle of impartiality requires that it be provided solely on the basis of need and in
proportion to need. This reflects the wider principle of non‐discrimination (Sphere 2011) and the right for non‐
discrimination.

Non‐discrimination (article 17) is an essential right to be protected from the viewpoint of the INACHUS
technology. Compared with traditional search tools, the INACHUS system can produce richer information on
victims’ cultural, religious, gender and other personal information. The right for non‐discrimination emphasizes
that the information gathered from both wide area awareness and victim location technologies can’t be used
for discrimination purposes.

3

See also article 14 “Prohibition of discrimination” on European convention on Human Rights.
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Rights for private life and data protection

“Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private and family life, home and
communications”.
“Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her. Such data
must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent of the person
concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law. Everyone has the right of access to
data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified.
Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.”
4

The rights to Privacy and Family Life (article 7), as well as the Protection of Personal Data (article 8) in the
context of USaR and INACHUS operations, relate to the rights of trapped victims and other local people. Both
the simulation, the wide area awareness and the victim location in the INACHUS system produce information
which can violate this right, if the information is not used in a proper way and/or is used for other purposes
than USAR. As stated in the Ethical principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s Resilience (EPDRR 2014)
“Personal rights are respected, particularly the rights to one’s own image and the right to privacy, so that the
presence of the media does not result in abuses”.
In addition, privacy can also be violated if the INACHUS data is used e.g. for surveillance purposes. (see the
separate section nr. 3 on privacy and data protection).

Rights of people working in UsaR crews
“Every worker has the right to working conditions which respect his or her health, safety and
dignity.”

Rights of the people working in USAR crews, and especially their mental and physical well‐being, is emphasized in
various guidelines and ethical codes, such as INSARAG and Ethical Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and
People’s Resilience. “Rescue workers of any nationality continue to enjoy all their fundamental rights, even during
emergency situations” (EPDRR 2014)

The right for fair and just working conditions (Article 31) concerns all the individuals working in the USaR crews. By
producing information on safe access and rescue routes, wide area awareness INACHUS can produce
information which promote this right. In addition, the use of snake robots and sensors diminish the need for risky
working conditions.

4
See also article 5 “Right to liberty and security” and article 8 “Right to respect for private and family life on European Convention on
Human Rights.
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Right to health care
The link between the right to healthcare (article 23) and INACHUS solution is indirect but important:
Via INACHUS sensors, information on victims’ health is available for health care professionals to make more
informed decisions on prioritization and treatment. Further, by providing wide area awareness, possible health
risks for other local people (e.g. pollution from a collapsed building) can be identified, and thus better
decisions e.g. concerning evacuating can be made. Finally, by providing both simulation and wide area
information on hospitals and other critical health care infrastructure, more informed decisions can be made
from the viewpoint of the recovery phase of the disaster.

5

Rights to housing, work, property, education and environment
According to various human rights reports on disasters (see e.g. Baird 2014 and Human Rights Commission
6

2013) the problems with and the rights to Housing (as part of the right for social security), Work, Property
and Environment (articles 15, 17, 34, 37) in the recovery phase is the most challenging. It is also worth noting
that EU’s Civil Protection Mechanism emphasizes primarily the protection of people, but also the protection of
the environment and property, including cultural heritage (EU 2013).
The link between INACHUS and the above rights is indirect but essential. INACHUS simulation tools and wide
area awareness can provide information which can help to save or diminish damages of residential areas,
industrial areas and the environment.

2.4.

Ethical guidelines and codes of conduct for USaR

There are various actors implementing disaster assistance, including USaR activities. As shown in the subsection
2.2., they operate both on the level of the United Nations and the EU, as well as on a voluntary NGO level, on a
national level and on the level of cross‐border collaboration. Various guidelines are applied depending on the
assisting state and on the disaster area. In addition to organizational and operative guidelines, these actors
often have separate ethical guidelines and/or codes of conduct for their activities. In this subsection we
present these ethical codes and guidelines, which according to our understanding are the most relevant in the
INACHUS context.

5

See also article13 “right to effective remedy” on European Convention on Human Rights.
E.g. A joint submission of the human right challenges which arose during the Cristchurch earthquake in 2011 catastrophe was gathered
between 26 different organizations. The aim of the joint submission was to ensure that the voices of Christchurch residents are heared,
and the major human rights impacts of the earthquakes are highlighted. (Baird 2014) The document created by the organizations includes
notifications from the human rights and their neglections during and after the earthquakes. Document also observes the effects of
earthquakes to human rights. The biggest concerns regarding the human rights were the right to housing, the right to health care and the
right to education and work. The document does however not observe the issues regarding to the technologies used in the helping during
and after the earthquakes. Another document similar to the Joint Submission –document was also created from the earth quakes (Human
Rights Commission 2013), which observed the human rights. This document also left out the ethical questions regarding the technologies
used, and instead similar aspects were observed than in the Joint Submission –document, however in a slightly wider scale.
6
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2.4.1. The Code of Conduct of the International Red Cross
The Red Cross and the Red Crescent Movement are a globally significant actor in the field of humanitarian aid.
Perhaps the best known document providing ethical guidelines for humanitarian aid is the “ Code of Conduct
of the International Red Cross Crescent Movement and Non‐governmental Organizations (NGOs) in disaster
relief” which came into force in 1994 (ICRC1994). It outlines ten points which all humanitarian actors should
adhere to in their disaster response work (see table below).

In addition, the Sahana Software Foundation, providing information management solutions for disaster
management, has defined its own Sahana Code of Conduct based on this document.

(see

http://wiki.sahanafoundation.org/foundation/code_of_conduct).

The Code of Conduct
Principles of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and
NGOs in Disaster Response Programmes
1 The humanitarian imperative comes first
The right to receive humanitarian assistance, and to offer it, is a fundamental humanitarian principle which should be
enjoyed by all citizens of all countries. As members of the international community, we recognise our obligation to
provide humanitarian assistance wherever it is needed. Hence the need for unimpeded access to affected populations is
of fundamental importance in exercising that responsibility. The prime motivation of our response to disaster is to
alleviate human suffering amongst those least able to withstand the stress caused by disaster. When we give
humanitarian aid it is not a partisan or political act and should not be viewed as such.
2 Aid is given regardless of the race, creed or nationality of the recipients and without adverse distinction of any
kind. Aid priorities are calculated on the basis of need alone
Wherever possible, we will base the provision of relief aid upon a thorough assessment of the needs of the disaster
victims and the local capacities already in place to meet those needs. Within the entirety of our programmes, we will
reflect considerations of proportionality. Human suffering must be alleviated whenever it is found; life is as precious in
one part of a country as another. Thus, our provision of aid will reflect the degree of suffering it seeks to alleviate. In
implementing this approach, we recognise the crucial role played by women in disaster-prone communities and will
ensure that this role is supported, not diminished, by our aid programmes. The implementation of such a universal,
impartial and independent policy, can only be effective if we and our partners have access to the necessary resources to
provide for such equitable relief, and have equal access to all disaster victims.
3 Aid will not be used to further a particular political or religious standpoint
Humanitarian aid will be given according to the need of individuals, families and communities. Notwithstanding the
right of NGHAs to espouse particular political or religious opinions, we affirm that assistance will not be dependent on
the adherence of the recipients to those opinions. We will not tie the promise, delivery or distribution of assistance to
the embracing or acceptance of a particular political or religious creed.
4 We shall endeavour not to act as instruments of government foreign policy
NGHAs are agencies which act independently from governments. We therefore formulate our own policies and
implementation strategies and do not seek to implement the policy of any government, except in so far as it coincides
with our own independent policy. We will never knowingly – or through negligence – allow ourselves, or our employees,
to be used to gather information of a political, military or economically sensitive nature for governments or other
bodies that may serve purposes other than those which are strictly humanitarian, nor will we act as instruments of
foreign policy of donor governments. We will use the assistance we receive to respond to needs and this assistance
should not be driven by the need to dispose of donor commodity surpluses, nor by the political interest of any particular
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donor. We value and promote the voluntary giving of labour and finances by concerned individuals to support our work
and recognise the independence of action promoted by such voluntary motivation. In order to protect our independence
we will seek to avoid dependence upon a single funding source.
5 We shall respect culture and custom
We will endeavour to respect the culture, structures and customs of the communities and countries we are working in.
6 We shall attempt to build disaster response on local capacities
All people and communities – even in disaster – possess capacities as well as vulnerabilities. Where possible, we will
strengthen these capacities by employing local staff, purchasing local materials and trading with local companies.
Where possible, we will work through local NGHAs as partners in planning and implementation, and cooperate with
local government structures where appropriate. We will place a high priority on the proper co-ordination of our
emergency responses. This is best done within the countries concerned by those most directly involved in the relief
operations, and should include representatives of the relevant UN bodies.
7 Ways shall be found to involve programme beneficiaries in the management of relief aid
Disaster response assistance should never be imposed upon the beneficiaries. Effective relief and lasting rehabilitation
can best be achieved where the intended beneficiaries are involved in the design, management and implementation of
the assistance programme. We will strive to achieve full community participation in our relief and rehabilitation
programmes.
8 Relief aid must strive to reduce future vulnerabilities to disaster as well as meeting basic needs
All relief actions affect the prospects for long-term development, either in a positive or a negative fashion. Recognising
this, we will strive to implement relief programmes which actively reduce the beneficiaries’ vulnerability to future
disasters and help create sustainable lifestyles. We will pay particular attention to environmental concerns in the design
and management of relief programmes. We will also endeavour to minimise the negative impact of humanitarian
assistance, seeking to avoid long-term beneficiary dependence upon external aid.
9 We hold ourselves accountable to both those we seek to assist and those from whom we accept resources
We often act as an institutional link in the partnership between those who wish to assist and those who need assistance
during disasters. We therefore hold ourselves accountable to both constituencies. All our dealings with donors and
beneficiaries shall reflect an attitude of openness and transparency. We recognise the need to report on our activities,
both from a financial perspective and the perspective of effectiveness. We recognise the obligation to ensure
appropriate monitoring of aid distributions and to carry out regular assessments of the impact of disaster assistance.
We will also seek to report, in an open fashion, upon the impact of our work, and the factors limiting or enhancing that
impact. Our programmes will be based upon high standards of professionalism and expertise in order to minimise the
wasting of valuable resources.
10 In our information, publicity and advertising activities,we shall recognise disaster victims as dignified humans, not
hopeless objects
Respect for the disaster victim as an equal partner in action should never be lost. In our public information we shall
portray an objective image of the disaster situation where the capacities and aspirations of disaster victims are
highlighted, and not just their vulnerabilities and fears. While we will cooperate with the media in order to enhance
public response, we will not allow external or internal demands for publicity
to take precedence over the principle of maximising overall relief assistance. We will avoid competing with other
disaster response agencies for media coverage in situations where such coverage may be to the detriment of the service
provided to the beneficiaries or to the security of our staff or the beneficiaries.

Table 4: Red Cross Code of Conduct 1994
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2.4.2. The Core Humanitarian Standard
The Core Humanitarian Standard on Quality and Accountability (CHS 2014) was launched in 2014 as a result of
the Joint Standards Initiative (JSI) in which the Humanitarian Accountability Partnership (HAP) International,
People In Aid and the Sphere Project joined forces to seek greater coherence for users of humanitarian
standards. The CHS is the a result of a 12‐month, three‐stage consultation, during which humanitarian
workers, communities and people affected by crisis, several hundred Non‐Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
and networks, governments, United Nations and donor agencies, and academics rigorously analyzed the
content of the CHS and tested it at the headquarters and on the field (CHS 2014).

The table below demonstrates the quality criteria and organizational responsibilities as outlined in the CHS.
From the viewpoint of INACHUS, the core content of the Standard is quite similar to the Red Cross’ Code of
Conduct. However, the CHS also pays attention to the rights of USaR crews, as well as to the communication,
management and learning teams.

Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS)
Quality criteria and the organizational responsibilities
1 Humanitarian response is appropriate and relevant.
-Policies commit to providing impartial assistance based on the needs and capacities of communities and people
affected by crisis.
- Policies set out commitments which take into account the diversity of communities, including disadvantaged or
marginalised people, and to collect disaggregated data.
-Processes are in place to ensure an appropriate ongoing analysis of the context.
2 Humanitarian response is effective and timely.
-Programme commitments are in line with organisational capacities.
-Policy commitments ensure:
a. systematic, objective and ongoing monitoring and evaluation of activities and their effects;
b. evidence from monitoring and evaluations is used to adapt and improve programmes; and
c. timely decision-making with resources allocated accordingly.
3 Humanitarian response strengthens local capacities and avoids negative effects.
-Policies, strategies and guidance are designed to:
a. prevent programmes having any negative effects, such as, for example, exploitation, abuse or discrimination by staff
against communities and people affected by crisis; and
b. strengthen local capacities.
-Systems are in place to safeguard any personal information collected from communities and people affected by crisis
that could put them at risk.
4 Humanitarian response is based on communication, participation and feedback.
-Policies for information-sharing are in place, and promote a culture of open communication.
- Policies are in place for engaging communities and people affected by crisis, reflecting the priorities and risks they
identify in all stages of the work.
-External communications, including those used for fundraising purposes, are accurate, ethical and respectful,
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presenting communities and people affected by crisis as dignified human beings.
5 Complains are welcomed and addressed.
-The complaints-handling process for communities and people affected by crisis is documented and in place. The process
should cover programming, sexual exploitation and abuse, and other abuses of power.
-An organisational culture in which complaints are taken seriously and acted upon according to defined policies and
processes has been established.
-Communities and people affected by crisis are fully aware of the expected behaviour of humanitarian staff, including
organisational commitments made on the prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse.
-Complaints that do not fall within the scope of the organisation are referred to a relevant party in a manner consistent
with good practice.
6 Humanitarian response is coordinated and complementary.
-Policies and strategies include a clear commitment to coordination and collaboration with others, including national
and local authorities, without compromising humanitarian principles.
-Work with partners is governed by clear and consistent agreements that respect each partner’s mandate, obligations
and independence, and recognises their respective constraints and commitments.
7 Humanitarian actors continuously learn and improve
-Evaluation and learning policies are in place, and means are available to learn from experiences and improve practices.
-Mechanisms exist to record knowledge and experience, and make it accessible throughout the organisation.
-The organisation contributes to learning and innovation in humanitarian response amongst peers and within the sector.
8 Staff are supported to do their job effectively, and are treated fairly and equitably.
-The organisation has the management and staff capacity and capability to deliver its programmes.
-Staff policies and procedures are fair, transparent, non-discriminatory and compliant with local employment law.
-Job descriptions, work objectives and feedback processes are in place so that staff have a clear understanding of what is
required of them.
-A code of conduct is in place that establishes, at a minimum, the obligation of staff not to exploit, abuse or otherwise
discriminate against people.
-Policies are in place to support staff to improve their skills and competencies.
-Policies are in place for the security and the wellbeing of staff.
9 Resources are managed and used responsibly for their intended purpose.
Policies and processes governing the use and management of resources are in place, including how the organisation:
a. accepts and allocates funds and gifts-in-kind ethically and legally;
b. uses its resources in an environmentally responsible way;
c. prevents and addresses corruption, fraud, conflicts of interest and misuse of resources;
d. conducts audits, verifies compliance and reports transparently;
e. assesses, manages and mitigates risk on an ongoing basis; and
f. ensures that the acceptance of resources does not compromise its independence.

Table 5: Core Humanitarian Standard 2014

2.4.3. Ethical Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s Resilience
The “Ethical Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s Resilience” (EPDRR 2009) document is the
response of the Executive Secretariat of the European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement (EUR‐
OPA) to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe’s invitation to prepare an ethical charter on
resilience to disasters. The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe endorsed this proposal in
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paragraph 8 of its reply of 8 July 2009. (EPDRR 2009). This document thus represents the European perspective
to the issue of ethics in USaR and disaster management.

In the document, general principles of disaster reduction and people’s resilience are defined first. Compared to
the Red Cross principles presented earlier, these also cover issues related to solidarity, co‐operation and the
media, as well as the importance to protect not only people, but also the environment, property and cultural
heritage. In addition to the general principles, the document also defines principles applicable prior, during,
and after a disaster. The summary on the general principles and principles during a disaster are presented in
the table below.

From the INACHUS point of view, the outlined principles applicable during a disaster are quite similar to the
principles in the Red Cross Code of Conduct and Core Humanitarian Standard. However, professionalism and
rights of rescue workers are emphasized. In addition, one principle is concerned with evacuation decisions to
be made during a catastrophe.

Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s Resilience
General principles

Principles during the catastrophe

Solidarity Nations and peoples should cooperate in a spirit of solidarity so as to
strengthen disaster resilience and help
victims.

1 Humanitarian assistance
All persons receive immediate assistance in the event of a natural or
technological disaster, including the benefit of basic health services.
Humanitarian assistance is provided fairly, impartially and without
discrimination, showing due regard for the vulnerability of victims and for
individuals’ and groups’ specific needs.

Joint responsibility National and local public
authorities, the private commercial sector,
agricultural and industrial, non governmental
organisations, individuals and the media have
a joint responsibility regarding prevention in
the face of disaster risk and regarding an
efficient contribution in the face of
emergency situations.
Non-discrimination Measures to prevent,
reduce and prepare for disasters and to
distribute relief and promote recovery, and
also the enjoyment of fundamental rights are
secured and implemented without distinction
on any ground such as gender, sexual
orientation, race, color, language, religion,
political or other opinion, ethnic group,
affiliation to a national minority,
socioeconomic circumstances, birth, disability,
age or other status.
Humanity All persons are treated humanely,
in all circumstances, that is to say with
respect, tolerance and compassion,
regardless of the nature, origin, duration

2 Information and participation duringdisasters
All persons, local and regional authorities and non- governmental
organisations affected by disasters are informed of and are entitled to
participate in making decisions in response to disasters.
3 Compulsory evacuation of populations
Compulsory evacuation can only take place if a clear explanation has
been given of the potential risks involved in the case of non evacuation.
Persons who refuse to be evacuated do so at their own risk and should not
endanger the lives of rescue workers through their conduct.
4 Respect of dignity
1. The dignity of all persons who are victims of a disaster is respected,
particularly concerning his/her security, physical safety, access to food
and clean water, hygiene, temporary housing, clothing and if necessary
essential emergency medical and psychological care.
2. Sexual violence and abuse is intolerable whoever the perpetrators and
victims may be.
5 Respect of persons
Personal rights are respected, particularly the right to one’s own image
and the right to privacy, so that the presence of the media does not result
in abuses.
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and place of the disaster, and particular
attention should be paid to the most
vulnerable people. The dignity and rights of
all disaster victims are respected and
protected in all circumstances.
Impartiality Disaster prevention,
preparedness, relief and recovery measures
should be implemented and provided on the
basis of genuine needs alone, without any
favouritism between or within the population
groups concerned.
Neutrality Disaster prevention, preparedness,
relief, response and recovery measures should
be taken without political, racial, religious or
ideological debate, and with the sole aim of
protecting individuals and the enjoyment of
their rights, the environment, property and
heritage, and thereby strengthening resilience
to this type of event.
Co-operation States should co-operate,
regardless of political, economic, social and
cultural differences and according to their
capacities, to strengthen disaster resilience
and to secure respect for human rights,
showing particular regard for the possible
cross-border impact of disasters and the need
for joint action.
Territorial sovereignty States have a duty to
protect persons on their territory,
guaranteeing that, even if a disaster occurs,
human rights are fully applied for not only
their nationals, but also for foreigners on
their territory including humanitarian
assistance teams from abroad.
Prevention States, as well as regional and
local authorities, have a responsibility to
implement anticipatory and preventive
measures, with the most active involvement
possible of all parties, including companies
and the civil society.
Role of media The media plays an essential role
by informing and raising the public’s
awareness to the forecasting of disasters and
the way they evolve. Disaster victims are
treated by the media with dignity and with
full respect of their privacy.
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6 Emergency assistance for the most vulnerable persons
Allowing for local circumstances and without prejudice to the priority
assistance to be given to all who have a chance of survival, priority for
humanitarian assistance, first aid and any emergency evacuations go in
priority to the most vulnerable people, such as pregnant women, children,
people with disabilities, elderly people, the ill and the wounded. States
train and provide special equipment to members of the emergency
services and doctors and nurses, so that they are able to search for and
provide fi aid to the most fragile persons.
7 The importance of rescue workers
1. Assistance measures are implemented in a spirit of humanity, solidarity,
hope and impartiality.
2. Irrespective of their nationality, their status or their function and
regardless of the seriousness and nature of the disaster, both civilian and
military rescue workers, including any private security forces, behave with
dignity, keep their anxiety or fear under control, keep calm and ensure
that they never infringe the fundamental rights of the people they are
rescuing.
3. Rescue workers, in the face of the local populations, have a pre-eminent
moral role as a model for the respect of human rights.
4. Emergency relief should be provided without discrimination or
favouritism and without heed to differences in gender, religion, language
or social status.
5. Rescue workers do not take advantage of the exceptional situation to
misuse their rights.
6. Rescue workers of any nationality continue to enjoy all their
fundamental rights, even during emergency situations.
7. Rescue workers have psychological assistance available during and
after relief operations.
8. States, international organisations and all institutions connected with
humanitarian assistance in response to disasters take every possible
measure to guarantee to rescue workers the necessary conditions for
them to carry out their work properly, including the conditions needed to
protect their dignity, safety, and physical and psychological integrity.
9. States, regional and local authorities and rescue training
establishments provide special training to rescue workers covering human
rights and ethical principles in times of disaster and the special
arrangements for dealing with persons with disabilities and the most
vulnerable persons.
8 Measures to safeguard and rehabilitate the environment
In view of the importance of the environment to human survival, practical
measures are taken to ensure the quickest possible safeguarding and
rehabilitation of environmental assets and the re-establishment of
environmental quality.
9 Necessary measures to safeguard and restore social ties
Considering the importance of social ties to human survival, practical
measures are taken to ensure that social ties are restored as quickly as
possible, in particular by foreseeing meeting places, places of worship and
places for leisure activities.

Table 6: Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s Resilience
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2.4.4. INSARAG guidelines and ethical considerations
International Search and Rescue Advisory Group (INSARAG) guidelines and methodology have been developed
in cooperation between numerous actors who have experience in developing domestic USaR capacity,
responding to major domestic USaR incidents, and responding to international USaR incidents. The work of
INSARAG and its methodology was endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 57/150 in
2002. The newest version of the guidelines was published in February 2015. These guidelines define a
comprehensive framework for USaR operations and international co‐operation.

Ethical considerations and sensitive issues
In the INSARAG guidelines (INSARAG 2015) there is a separate chapter of USaR ethical considerations and
sensitive issues (table below). These considerations includes both professionalism of the team (like the Ethical
Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s Resilience), as well as the importance of human rights, legal,
moral and cultural issues in the relationship between USaR team members and the community of the affected
country. The sensitive issues named in the guidelines are very heterogenous. In the table below, issues relevant
in the INACHUS context are marked with bold letters.
Ethical considerations

Sensitive issues

1. The conduct of deployed USaR team members is a primary
concern to INSARAG, the assisting and affected countries, and
the local officials of the affected country.

1. The value that the local community attaches to
life;
2. Cultural awareness including race, religion and
nationality;
3. Wearing of sunglasses during conversations may
be deemed to be inappropriate;
4. Communication barriers due to language
differences;
5. Differences in work ethics and values;
6. Different local apparel;
7. Local customs with regard to food and manners;
8. Local law enforcement practices;
9. Local policy on weapons;
10. Local living conditions;
11. Local driving habits and customs;
12. Local policy on the use of different medications;
13. Use of alcohol and illegal drugs;
14. Handling of sensitive information;
15. Use of search dogs;
16. Care and handling of patients and/or the
deceased;
17. Dress code or standards;
18. Gender restrictions;
19. Recreational restrictions;
20. Local communication restrictions and accepted
use;
21. Taking of and showing pictures of victims or
structures;
22. Collecting of souvenirs (building parts etc.);
23. Defacing property such as occurs with the use of
the structural marking system;

2. USaR teams should always aim to be perceived as
representatives of a well organised, highly trained group of
specialists who have been assembled to help communities in
need of their specialist assistance. At the conclusion of a mission,
USaR teams should have ensured their performance has been
positive, and they will be remembered for the outstanding way
they conducted themselves in the work environment and socially.
3. Ethics considerations include human rights, legal, moral and
cultural issues and concern the relationship between USaR
team members and the community of the affected country.
4. All members of an INSARAG USaR team are ambassadors of
their team, their country and represent the wider INSARAG
community. Any violation of principles or behaviour unbecoming
by team members will be viewed as unprofessional. Any
inappropriate behaviour may discredit the good work of the
USaR team and will reflect poorly on the entire team's
performance, their home country as well as the wider INSARAG
community.
5. At no time during a mission should USaR team members take
advantage of or exploit any situation or opportunity, and it is the
responsibility of all team members to conduct themselves in a
professional manner at all times.
6. USAR teams that deploy international must be self-sufficient
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so as to ensure they are at no time a burden to the already
overwhelmed country they are trying to assist.

24. Access into restricted areas (Military, religious,
etc);
25. Moral standards;
26. Consideration for other teams‘ capabilities and
operating practices;
27. Use of gratuities to promote cooperation;
28. Political issues;
29. Any actions or behaviour that may aggravate
stressful situations;
30. Smoking indiscriminately.

Table 7: INSARAG ethical issues
Sensitive issues relevant to the INACHUS project specifically include the local values, ethics and cultures which
might be controversial with the culture of the USaR team. As a general prerequisite, USaR teams should follow
cultural customs of the country they are located. When operational choices go against cultural customs, the
local authorities are expected to give the instructions to be followed by the USaR team. The manager of the
team negotiates with the local authority. In case of problems with the population, local authorities should then
interfere to protect the team. Below there are few real life examples:


7

The operational choice prevails over the cultural customs of the victims or of her/his family, if the life of
the victim is threatened (e.g. case of Jehovah witnesses in France).



The perception of life and death in some poor countries with inadequate medical care may make locals
more accustomed to seeing people die. The USaR staff can face ethically difficult situations since the
population does not understand why the USar team is spending so much time and effort to save one life.
Further, the teams have often faced bulldozers sent by the local authorities that want to start the cleaning
as fast as possible. It is very difficult for the team to face this when they think that there are still alive
victims under the rubble.



Due to racism, local authorities or populations may not want specific ethnicities to take part in the USaR
operations. Whilst this is a very difficult position for the USaR team, they cannot go against the authorities
or the population.



The rescue of women by men is not always accepted by the host country. Further, in some countries, dead
bodies cannot be touched by the rescuers. In those cases, the rescuers clear the way to the victim and the
family deal with the body.



Some countries do not allow the use of dogs for rescue operations since the dogs are considered as dirty
and should not approach human beings. Dogs can also raise sanitary problems in some countries and they
cannot enter the country.

7

Interviews of the USaR national technical advisor for the Civil Protection Directorate, Ministry of Interior, Commandant P.Meresse and
Lcl Marc DUMAS, USaR team manager, INSARAG South of France team.
And study of two operational reports from two majors operations:Earthquake in Haïti in January 2010
and Tsunami in Japan in March 2011.
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During USaR operations, the communication office of the team will take pictures of the operations for
training and communication purposes. Professional ethics should be applied in these situations. Images of
people should respect the dignity of the person. So images showing injured persons, corpse or person in
undignified position are forbidden. Most of the time, those pictures are not kept.

Choices of the victims to be rescued and INSARAG
There are different approaches for victim choices: victims situation and operational choices. Victim
situation: At first, the team will rescue the victims that are the most buried, then the ones that are
alive. In second, the victims that are less buried. The victims that are less injured before the more
injured. The choice is function of the general health and not functions of the age or the sex of the
victim: the less injured at first. Operational choices: The rescue of a victim depends mainly of the
conditions of the victim and of the effort to rescue her. For example, if the place where the victim is
located is dangerous for the team (risk of a second collapse…) and if the victim is too deeply injured,
the manager of the team can decide to stop the rescue. This is an ethic issue that is often meet by
USaR team and there is no operational rule neither legal obligation for this operational choice. Only
the professional awareness of the team manager is implied. (Interview Meresse 2015).

“Work‐Site Triage and Structural Evaluation” provided in the INSARAG guidelines are key tools from the
viewpoint of INACHUS since they concern the above prioritization of the victims to be rescued as well as the
evaluation of the collapsed building. Work‐Site Triagle is the process of prioritizing work‐sites in order to save
as many lives as possible. In some cases the order of priority is obvious from the number of people missing in
each building. When the order of priority is not obvious, a systematic procedure of categorizing work‐sites
based on an estimation of voids, an evaluation of stability, and available information on missing persons can be
applied to facilitate the decision‐making process. Structural Evaluation concerns the evaluation of the condition
of the structure for operational decisions and safety considerations. Using standardized methods for sharing
structural information on collapsed structures increases interoperability between USAR teams. (INSARAG
2015). The INSARAG guidelines precise the triage of the victims as following, triage categories starting at “A”
and finishing by “H” (see figure 4):
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Figure 4: INSARAG Triage tree

2.5.

Summary: INACHUS code of conduct

According to the Societal Impact Expert Group Report (2012), citizens’ rights named in the European Charter of
Fundamental Rights should be a fundamental requirement which could and should lead to drawing boundaries
of what is and what is not acceptable in EU funded security research. In addition to these rights and the legal
framework of the USaR operations, the International Red Cross’ Code of Conduct, INSARAG ethical guidelines,
the Core Humanitarian Standard, as well as the Ethical Principles on Disaster Risk Reduction and People’s
Resilience create the basic ethical framework for the design of the integrated INACHUS system, its user
guidelines, and business modelling.

The above principles are summarized in the initial “INACHUS code of conduct” (see the table below). These
principles are to be further specified and applied during the INACHUS R&D work, and will be developed in close
8

collaboration with the end‐users and system developers, as well as other stakeholders .

INACHUS code of conduct /DRAFT April 2015
This Code of Conduct is designed for the developers and for the various end‐users of the INACHUS
project. It establishes seven points of principle which should be taken into consideration when
developing and using the INACHUS system.
1 Humanitarian imperative and rights of the victims
88

This initial Code of Conduct was also discussed and complemented during the first end‐user workshop in April 2015 by end‐users and
project partners.
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The purpose of INACHUS is to help save lives by establishing an effective USaR operations framework that aims at
rapidly assessing the potential of locating entrapped victims. With the help of the information INACHUS provides, it
is possible to alleviate human suffering and treat trapped victims in a dignified way, taking into consideration cultural
viewpoints, as well as the health situation and vulnerability of the victims.
INACHUS simulation tools and wide area awareness can also be used to inform local authorities e.g. in making more
informed decisions on evacuating.
The information INACHUS collects on victims’ age, race, gender, religion, physical condition etc. should not be used
for discrimination or other unethical purposes.
Rights of the deceased are to be respected.
2 Privacy, data protection and avoidance of the misuse of INACHUS data
Privacy and data protection measures are embedded in the INACHUS technology, supporting the legal framework for
data protection provided by EU. Where the use of INACHUS system may not comply with local legislation, the
authorities may authorize exceptions.
Privacy of the victims and other local people is to be protected wherever the INACHUS information is used and
available. Sensitive INACHUS data should not be used for media purposes.
The INACHUS system and/or its data should not be used to further a particular political, religious or foreign‐policy
standpoint.
3 Relevancy and effectiveness of the human response
INACHUS is applied in collaboration with other information providers in the disaster area.
INACHUS should be used only if it serves the need and is feasible based on the situation, environment and
preference of aid workers/beneficiaries. If it is not feasible it is better not to use it than to cause additional
bottlenecks and issues that could impede the delivery of aid.
The decisions on search and rescue will always be made by the competent decision makers and only assisted by
computer systems. The emergency support system for crisis management is a help to decision making, it will provide
information in order to make more advanced and informed operational decisions.

4 Building disaster response on local capacities and on communication with local people
The use of INACHUS is based on collaboration with local authorities and USaR teams to strengthen their capabilities
and participation. Local USaR crews and decision makers are essential end‐users and utilizers of the INACHUS system
and the information it provides.
INACHUS is as self‐sufficient as possible for energy and communication needs, and therefore will not cause too much
extra burden to the host.
The local culture will be respected. INACHUS can be modified according to the local culture and customs, including
the language of user interfaces.
5 Measures to help safeguard the environment and infrastructure
INACHUS information on simulation and wide area awareness can also be used to support activities which help to
assess the damages in building infrastructure (e.g. hospitals, schools, housing areas, places of worship).
INACHUS simulation tools and wide area awareness information can also be used to protect cultural heritage, nature
and property, however not by compromizing the humanitarian imperative.
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6 Importance of field workers and other INACHUS users
9

INACHUS is a tool for users to do their jobs more effectively and safely, and by following the INSARAG and EU Civil
Protection Mechanism methodology.
Guidance materials are part of the INACHUS package. Proper training involves both the crews who bring the
INACHUS technology into the disaster area, as well as the other USaR crews using it.
The information INACHUS provides also serves the wellbeing and security of the USaR crews. All relevant
information on the working conditions is available to rescue workers to also protect their own rights.

7 Accountability and learning
Accountability and learning is embedded in the functionalities and user guidelines of the INACHUS project, including
how to report on various levels (>INSARAG, EU Civil Protection Mechanism) in the rescue cases aided by INACHUS.
Feedback is welcome and addressed.
USaR teams are in ongoing training, and images,video and operations reports are used for that training. The use of
INACHUS tools will imply new trainings on an operational point of view (not only technical), especially focused on
data interpretation. Users who have passed the training will recieve certificates.

Table 8: INACHUS Code of Conduct

9
INSARAG guidelines and methodology are to be followed in any case by USAR teams that are INSARAG classified, with or without the
INACHUS tools since they signed to do so. Most of the USAR teams that are supposed to carry out international USAR operations have to
be classified. If there is specific cooperation between countries, some teams that are not classified can operate, but it is more and more
rare.
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3. Privacy and data protection
One of the ethical challenges of the INACHUS system is privacy and data protection, as shown in the subsection
2.2, and in the original INACHUS project plan (INACHUS 2014). This section discusses t data collection, analyses
and use, as well as the infrastructure behind data within the INACHUS project in the perspective of privacy and
data protection.

3.1.

Data collection

Individuals constantly emit into the INACHUS environment information whose use or misuse may be a source
of privacy concerns. Physically, this information originates from two sources, which can be called “born‐digital”
and “born‐analog.” Born‐digital information is created by individuals themselves (such as short data messages)
or by a computer surrogate, specifically for use by a computer or data processing system (such as GPS location
information). When data are born digital, privacy concerns can arise from over‐collection. Over‐collection
occurs when a program’s design intentionally, and sometimes clandestinely, collects information unrelated to
its stated purpose. Over‐collection can, in principle, be recognized at the time of collection. Born‐analog
information arises from the characteristics of the physical world. Such information becomes accessible
electronically when it impinges on a sensor such as a camera, microphone, or other engineered device. When
data are born analog, they are likely to contain more information than the minimum necessary for their
immediate purpose, and for valid reasons. One reason is for robustness of the desired “signal” in the presence
of variable “noise” (Executive Office of the President 2014)

According to Wood et al. (2006), surveillance is purposeful, routine, systematic and pays attention to personal
details, for the sake of control, entitlement, management, influence or protection. Purposeful, in this context,
means the monitoring has a point that can be justified in terms of a publicly agreed upon goal. Routine means
that it happens as we all carry out our daily business. Surveillance is also systematic because it is planned and
carried out according to a rational schedule. Finally, surveillance is focused. While some surveillance depends
on aggregate data, most of it refers to identifiable persons. Their data are collected, stored, transmitted,
retrieved, compared, mined and traded (Wood et al. 2006).

INACHUS will collect huge amount of data to analyze and store. Below are some examples of this (see INACHUS
Dow 2014):
o

The input for Decision and Planning Components for Advanced Casualty and Damage Estimation comes
from i) 3‐D airborne and ground‐based laser‐scanning, ii) images and their subsequent analysis through
advanced photogrammetric and computer vision techniques and iii) Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) sensors pre‐installed inside the building.
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The sensors include i) dedicated UltraWideBand (UWB) radar with beam‐steering capabilities, ii) CW
Doppler radar for monitoring of respiratory motion of detected victims, iii) bio‐chemical sensors as well
as iv) infrared camera with ultra‐low power consumption and easy deployment. In order to aid radar‐
based detection and localization of the victims by mitigating sources of vibrations, distributed, ground‐
based seismic sensors will be deployed. The use of positioning of buried mobile phone units (portable
IMSI) will be pursued in the project in order to assess the likelihood of presence of trapped victims.

o

The robust snake robot mechanism, together with a snake robot control system, provides radar and
video information from inside the rubble, in order to refine the 3‐D image of the demolished building,
and at the same time search for trapped survivors.

o

The data fusion tool will also ensure data harmonization for two kinds of data. The first group will be
data collection (surveillance) and harmonization during the emergency or crisis event management –
incoming data can be distinguished here as the “instant” or action data. This data is saved on a regular
basis so that it can be used later on for statistical analysis, debriefing and personnel training for
emergency event management. The second group can be designated as “long life” data. Those data (i.e.
topographic or demography data, satellite images) are relevant for visualization, mostly as the
background for the action data.

In addition to these collected data sets mentioned in the project plan, the INACHUS concept itself creates
metadata, e.g. interconnection between the developed devices creates meta‐data from all data to be
transmitted. Metadata are ancillary data that describe properties of the data such as the time the data were
created, the device on which they were created, or the destination of a message. Included in the data or
metadata may be identifying information of many kinds. In general, it cannot be asserted that metadata raises
fewer privacy concerns than data (Executive Office of the President 2014).

3.2.

Data analytics

After data are collected, data analysis techniques (termed “analytics”) come into play and may generate an
increasing fraction of privacy issues. By analytics, nonobvious and sometimes private information can be
derived from data that, at the time of their collection, seemed to rise no, or only manageable, privacy issues.
Data fusion occurs when data from different sources are brought into contact and new facts emerge.
Individually, each data source may have a specific, limited purpose, but their combination may uncover new
meanings. Such new information, used appropriately, may often bring benefits to individuals and society.
However, the wide variety of potential uses for big data analytics raises crucial questions about whether our
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legal, ethical, and social norms are sufficient to protect privacy and other values in a big data world (Executive
Office of the President 2014b).

The “brain” of INACHUS is enhanced data fusion and analysis to improve USaR operations with respect to
response time and situational awareness. These operations will be optimized through the location of the
survival spaces formed under the debris, thus providing the rescue teams with a clearer picture of the situation
at hand and eliminating redundant time to search for survivors. Moreover, escape routes will be determined,
so that rescue teams can reach these potential survivors and extract them from the debris in the minimum
possible time.

The structural collapse simulation tools, along with the Advanced Casualty and Damage Estimation tool will
provide estimation (size and location) on the formation of living spaces under the debris. The various sensing
mechanisms deployed at the destruction site will provide the location of possible survivors hidden under the
rubble. Through the use of ontologies and intelligent algorithms the data from these two groups of data
sources will be fused and will contribute to the overall improvement of the situational awareness and the
decision support of the rescue teams. The overall end result will be faster response times and optimized
operations planning, thus leading to an increase in successful rescues of survivors.

Because of data fusion in INACHUS, privacy concerns may not necessarily be recognizable in born‐digital data
when they are collected. Because of signal‐processing robustness and standardization, the same is true for
born‐analog data – even data from a single source (e.g. a single camera). When born‐digital and born‐analog
data are combined with data fusion, new kinds of data are generated from data analytics.

3.3.

Use of data

Data analysis does not directly have an effect on the individual (it is neither collection nor, without additional
action, used) and may have no external visibility. By contrast, it is the use of data (including born‐digital or
born‐analog data and the products of data fusion and analysis) that can cause adverse consequences to
individuals. Violations of privacy are possible even when there is no failure in computer security. If an
authorized individual chooses to misuse data, what is violated is privacy policy, not security policy. Or, as we
have discussed privacy may be violated by the fusion of data – even if performed by authorized individuals on
secure computer systems (Executive Office of the President 2014).

INACHUS will optimally build on the outcomes of research projects (E‐SPONDER, DARIUS, ESS) that have paved
the way for the implementation of Emergency Operations Centers (EOC) to cover operational requirements at
the tactical and strategic levels. INACHUS will leverage successful paradigms that manage the field‐generated
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data in‐situ and in remote locations by exploiting best‐of‐breed approaches in data fusion and presentation
mechanisms.

3.4.

Infrastructure behind data

Data analytics requires not just algorithms and data, but also physical platforms where the data are stored and
analyzed. The related security services used for personal data are also an essential component of the
infrastructure. Good cybersecurity enforces policies that are precise and unambiguous. On the other hand,
compromised cybersecurity is clearly a threat to privacy. Privacy can be breached by failure to enforce
confidentiality of data, by failure of identity and authentication processes, or by more complex scenarios such
as those compromising availability (Executive Office of the President 2014)

The Emergency Support System (ESS) is at the core of the INACHUS platform. It contains the entire necessary
infrastructure (geographic information system, data processing modules, database etc.) suitable and selected
for crisis management purposes.

The interconnection between the developed devices: INACHUS aims to provide an integrated architecture in a
network‐centric scheme to interconnect all needed sensors and actors via advanced and secure
communication links, decrease the time of reaction and drastically increase the efficiency of the relevant
actors. INACHUS will design a robust, resilient, , seamless and interoperable communication platform to ensure
that the sensors data can reach the command center; then the decision will be transmitted to first responders.
INACHUS will also integrate technologies, protocols and algorithms resilient to multipath errors and combine
them in order to compensate for the weak points and give the best‐effort localization of the targets inside the
rubble.

The INACHUS infrastructure will be based on a database system that will make use of the knowledge and
innovative technical solutions for compressing and storing huge datasets. One of the main advantages of this
approach is to enable easy scalability. Storing more data or providing more processing power usually only
requires adding more computers to the storage cloud. Cloud technology offers some security benefits (and
through that, privacy benefits) as compared to yesterday’s conventional corporate data centers or
small‐business computers. These services may include better physical protection and monitoring, as well as
centralized support staffing, training, and oversight. Cloud services also pose new challenges for security, a
subject of current research. Both benefits and risks come from the centralization of resources: More data are
held by a given entity (albeit distributed across multiple servers or sites), and a cloud provider can perform
better than separately held data centers by applying high standards to recruiting and managing people and
systems.
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The INACHUS Management Server (IMS) receives information from the mobile units through the Real‐time
Communications Server. It processes all the received information (in particular storage in the system database),
or forwards it to its final user (FRs) or intermediate module (MEOC). The role of the IMS is to allow users
located in the Emergency Operations Centers to access real‐time data issued in the field (USaR crews,
Unmanned SaR, Sensors etc.) and received via the MEOC. Information received from the field is stored in its
database, to be handled appropriately. The Service Control Center Clients communicate to the INACHUS
management server and the main database. A proprietary protocol will be used to exchange data between the
server and the client. The supervision allows on–line localization of the FRs (position and status for example),
the environmental conditions (humidity and temperature) and the visualization of the alarms potentially
generated by the FR.

3.5.

Summary: recommendations

Considering the potentially huge amount of data to store in the INACHUS concept, it is proposed to adopt an
original “Big data” approach (e.g. the Hadoop solution). Detailed recommendations are as follows:

Follow the on-going research about Big Data and privacy.
Because big data has significant benefits, the research in the field is growing. The collection, storage,
and analysis of data is on an upward and seemingly unbounded trajectory, fueled by increases in
processing power, the costs of computation and storage, and the growing number of sensor
technologies embedded in devices of all kinds (Executive Office of the President 2014). However, the
challenges to privacy arise because technologies collect so much data and analyze them very
efficiently. Already, several techniques have been proposed to develop technological frameworks for
countering privacy violations, without losing the benefits of big data analytics technology.

“Policy attention should focus more on the actual uses of big data and less on its collection and analysis”
(Anonymous2014).
“By actual uses, we mean the specific events where something happens that can cause an adverse
consequence or harm to an individual or class of individuals. In the context of big data, these events
(“uses”) are almost always actions of a computer program or app interacting either with the raw data
or with the fruits of analysis of those data. In this formulation, it is not the data themselves that cause
the harm, nor the program itself (absent any data), but the confluence of the two. These “use events”
(in commerce, by government, or by individuals) embody the necessary specificity to be the subject of
regulation. Since the purpose of bringing program and data together is to accomplish some
identifiable desired task, use events also capture some notion of intent, in a way that data collection
by itself or program development by itself may not” (Anonymous2014).
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Application of the privacy-by-design principles
Traditionally, privacy‐by‐design has been an approach to systems engineering which takes privacy into
account throughout the entire engineering process. The privacy‐by‐design paradigm, developed by
Ontario’s Information and Privacy Commissioner, Dr. Ann Cavoukian, in the 1990s, addresses the
emerging and growing threats to online privacy. The main idea is to inscribe the privacy protection
into the design of information technologies from the very start. This paradigm represents a significant
innovation with respect to the traditional approaches of privacy protection because it requires a
significant shift from a reactive model to proactive one. In other words, the idea is tied to preventing
privacy issues instead of remedying them (Monreale et al. 2014).

Next‐generation capabilities like sense making offer a unique approach to gaining relevant insights
from big data through context accumulation. While these new developments are highly welcome,
building in privacy‐enhancing elements, by design, can minimize the privacy harm, or even prevent the
privacy harm from arising in the first place (Cavoukian & Jonas 2012). The trade‐off between privacy
protection and data quality must be the main goal in the design of a privacy‐aware technology for big
data analytics. An idea is to inscribe privacy protection into any analytical process by design, so that
the analysis incorporates the relevant privacy requirements from the very start, evoking privacy‐by‐
design principles (Monreale et al. 2014).

Transparency of all public protection and disaster relief (PPDR) operations (including USaR operations)
should be improved.
The use of surveillance cameras and other surveillance systems should be transparent. Authorities can
obtain more jurisdiction‐based rights if citizens have more trust in the system. In a ubiquitously
networked society, it is important that single‐sided enforcement changes to multi‐directional
surveillance and develops transparent authority power. Transparency is needed because the new
legislation must meet authorities’ needs even when there is a broad and sound trust base. People
must be assured that authorities are not abusing their power. Today, transparency can be based on
technology that firmly supports operations’ legal processes (Viitanen et al. 2012). In Finland, the Act
on the Openness of Government Activities upholds the principle of transparency. This means that
extended information should be given to a person on the subject in question, including the
circumstances under which data were collected and shared, protection measures and the identity of
the officer involved in the case. Individuals and communities need to have an opportunity to control
the use of the government and public allowances and be supported by the openness of the authorities
in the task (Rajamäki 2014). Especially in INACHUS, surveillance data that are saved on a regular basis
so that they can be used later on for statistical analysis, debriefing and personnel training on
emergency event management, should be managed extremely carefully. In Europe, general data
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protection according to the principle of conservation of information is “kept in a form which allows
the identification for as long as is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or
further processed.”

The INACHUS Management Server should include an audit trail and log for oversight
At present, PPDR agencies are using old‐fashioned stand‐alone data collection and analytics tools that
create neither watermarks nor log file marks. For this reason, social acceptance of transparency is not
achieved, creating a lack of trust for privacy and data protection. The INACHUS Management Server
could provide faultless control of the collection, analytics, storage and usage of all personal data. At
present, no process or agency can present publicly accepted proof of correct use of equipment as long
as there are no publicly proven technical control methods in the chain (Viitanen et al. 2012, Rajamäki
2014)
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4. Initial Societal Impact Assessment (SIA) of the INACHUS solution
In this section we provide an initial Societal Impact Assessment (SIA) of the INACHUS solution. First, we deliver
background information on SIA. Then, we identify the legal and ethical challenges that might affect INACHUS
and give suggestions for their mitigation strategies. Finally, we investigate the benefits of INACHUS from the
viewpoint of the key stakeholders.

4.1.

Summary of the Societal Impact Assessment

Social Impact Assessment (SIA) includes the processes of analyzing, monitoring and managing the intended and
unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned interventions (policies, programs,
plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by these interventions. SIA is much more than an act
of predicting impacts in a regulatory context; it is a process of managing the social aspects of development. By
identifying impacts in advance, better decisions can be made regarding which interventions should proceed
and how they should proceed. Following this, mitigation measures can be implemented to minimize the harm
and maximize the benefits from a specific planned intervention or related activity. Respect for human rights
should underpin all actions. (Vanclay & Esteves 2011: 3).

This chapter is prepared by taking into consideration the guidelines of the Societal Impact Expert Working
Group EC DG ENTR Report (SIEWG 2012) and the guidelines provided by the ASSERT project. There are a
minimum of 3 main impact assessment tasks during the actual project execution: 1) An initial Societal Impact
review, typically during the first 6 months. This provides initial guidance and information for the
developers. 2) Analysis of the requirements or scenarios defined by the project from the Societal Impact
and acceptability perspective in order to provide guidance and recommendations for the developers. 3)
Final Societal Impact Review. It summarizes the SI issues that have been raised and how they have been
handled by the project. It should also mention the potential Societal Impact issues facing the deployment
of the solution. (SIEWG2012). The contents of the social Impacts, in turn, concern the following aspects in
society (ASSERT 2014, see also Vanclay 2013):


Way of life, fears and aspirations (how people live and interact with each other on a daily basis, their
perceptions about their safety and that of their communities, and their aspirations for the future,
including that of their children);



Culture and community (peoples’ shared beliefs, customs, values and languages, as well as the
cohesion, stability and character of their communities);



Political systems (participation in the decisions and processes that affect peoples’ lives, the nature
and functioning of democratic processes, and the resources available to support peoples’ involvement
in these);
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Environment (access to clean air, water, and other natural resources, as well as the level of exposure
to pollutants and harmful substances and the adequacy of sanitation);



Health & well-being (physical and mental well‐being, not just an absence of infirmity);



Personal and property rights (economic effects, civil rights and liberties, personal disadvantages)

This deliverable is produced in the very beginning of the project (month 3). It therefore covers only initial
societal impact assessment with a limited number of stakeholders (phase 1). Contents are collected from the
brainstorming sessions during the INACHUS Kick‐off Meeting in January and from the first end‐user workshop
in April, from literature reviews (previous chapters), and from discussions with a limited number of experts in
Laurea and EPLFM’s networks.

4.2.

Ethical/societal problems and legal barriers

The table below lists the identified legal, ethical and societal problems which INACHUS and its use may cause,
as well as the activities to mitigate/eliminate them. The focus of the problems is on the expected outcome
(INACHUS solution) rather than on the problems of the research ethics (such as plagiarism). In turn, mitigating
and eliminating the problems concern not only the R&D work and features of the INACHUS technology, but
also how the user guidance should be, as well as requirements for the INACHUS business modelling and
dissemination. Contents are collected from the brainstorming sessions during the INACHUS Kick‐off Meeting in
January and from the first end‐user workshop in April, from literature reviews (previous chapters), and from
discussions with a limited number of experts in Laurea and EPLFM’s networks.

The table is not exhaustive. The idea of it is to catalyze constant deliberations on ethical issues and challenges
and provide an overview of the strategies on how to cope with them inside each work‐package’s R&D work. For
the same reason all of the originally presented problems are included in the table, although some of them may
not even be problems in the end.

Identified ethical risks and problems

Activities to mitigate/eliminate problems

Relevancy of INACHUS
There can be a risk that in certain disaster situations
scarce resources from the disaster area (e.g. electricity
and data connections) will be allocated to INACHUS
(because it is high‐tech and e.g. sexy for the media),
even though the use of these resources for other
purposes could be more justified. Moreover, activities
that do not fit INACHUS technologies would be
forgotten/omitted.

Description of the current USaR core processes and
activities prior to the technical development of
INACHUS. Strong collaboration with end users, but
also with other stakeholders, including other
(voluntary) information providers like Crisis
Mapping and Sahana.
General dissemination of the project definition and
the use of the equipment.
Preparation of proper training material (manual
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and virtual). In that material the added value of the
INACHUS to USaR teams is to be explicated, as well
as its limitations.
Reliability and usability of INACHUS
End‐users do not give enough support to the use of the
systems and technologies developed by INACHUS.
Modeling of building collapse damages will not be
accepted if the reliability is too low. Indeed, it will be
very difficult for USaR teams to use a system that does
not provide reliable information. For USaR teams,
predictive information is not satisfying, only real
information is usable.
End‐users are not necessary willing to use the newest
technologies because of the risk of malfunction (e.g.
robots).
Sensors may not be very accurate, e.g. chemical nose in
distinguishing between humans and animals

In order to mitigate suspicious attitudes towards
the newest USaR technology, it is necessary to
propose really reliable devices with a very
innovative and positive input – tools that bring a
real improvement.
Collaboration with the end‐users on the various
level of USaR operations and decision making
(>team members, team leaders, coordinators).
Setting the quality criteria high enough for the
technical quality of INACHUS and all of its
10
components.
Since 100% accuracy is not necessary possible, the
INACHUS system could indicate the reliability of the
modelling and sensoring (e.g. color code).
Further, the combination of several sensors
reduces the accuracy issues encountered with a
single sensor.
Preparation of the training material both for the
crews who bring INACHUS technologies into
disaster areas, as well as for the other USAR crews
using it. In that training material, the accuracy and
precision issues are to be explained.

Liability issues when using INACHUS
One of the problems that arise when computer and
modeling are used is the liability of these tools and the
influence the information given by these tools has on
decision making. What happens if the tool gives a
wrong estimation of a situation and this results on the
death of the victims and/or the USaR team members?
Or who is to blame if the system says: do not go in, but
the building does not collapse and as a consequence
the trapped victims die because they cannot be rescued
on time?


Recording information (sensors, camera images,
location tools) can give liability to the USaR teams
according to the decisions they have made.

Lack of compliance with local legislation
The use of UAV and drones is subject to regulations in
all the countries around the world. Even in Europe and
inside the Schengen area, drones are submitted to very
restrictive regulations.

10

From the USaR teams’ point of view, one principle
should be kept in mind for INACHUS partners:
Operational decisions will never be made by a
computer, even the most efficient one: it will
always be a team manager that makes the
decisions. The emergency support system for crisis
management is meant to assist decision making. It
will provide information that must be treated by
the manager in order to make operational
decisions.
This is a matter to be considered by the teams
using INACHUS. They have to be informed
regarding these liability issues in the training
material.
Identification of situations where privacy may
be put aside to favor saving lives, and further
make suggestions and create pressures to
update privacy legislation.

On the other hand we have to keep in mind that some INACHUS technologies will just be prototypes.
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These restricted regulations could constitute a problem
for UAV imaging, especially if the affected area is close
to sensitive spots: nuclear plant, military areas etc.
Customs duties may be applied on the material brought
by the USaR team. This could also constitute a real
problem for INACHUS platform, since high technology
materials will be deployed.
IMSI catchers are forbidden in many countries. Those
telephony eavesdropping devices are starting to be
authorized in some countries, only by authorities and
for very restricted purposes.
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Procedures on how to obtain authorization
for flying over the impacted area and/or for
using IMSI should be included in the INACHUS
user guidelines.
International agreements through INSARAG
and EU‐directive might authorize the
equipment to travel. (e.g. European legal
framework for UAV will likely to happen in
the coming years, but the situation may
remain very restrictive)

The use of radioactive material implies very specific
authorization in most countries. This has to be taken
into account if some INACHUS devices use radioactive
sources.
USaR teams usually use the Antares system (numerical
transmission) or radio at a frequency of 400 MHz. In
some countries, transmissions using technologies that
are different from the ones that are commonly used in
these countries are forbidden. It is more often the case
for countries outside Europe. Moreover, transmissions
are often impossible because of the collapse of the
communication network. Some USaR teams can create
their own “transmission bubble” to enable them to do
their work in good conditions. Wi‐Fi access is also a
concern since the country does not always allow access
to Wi‐Fi, or the system is destroyed. USaR teams can
create their own web access, if the country authorizes
it.

Transmissions issues will have to be studied by the
INACHUS consortium.

Protection of human rights and justice
INACHUS enables USaR operations to produce more
sensitive and personable data, e.g. IMSI catchers telling
the positions of the victims, or UAV videos of wounded
or shocked people, reacting in an unreasonable way.
Particular attention should be paid to any health related
11
data .
Taking pictures is necessary for USaR teams for training
purposes or reporting to their own organization. This
activity is often forbidden or submitted to
authorizations. Moreover, image rights are applicable in
most countries. Additionally, pictures should not show
dead people or people in a position in which their

11
12

Set up an INACHUS information security
policy and implement the appropriate
“controls” in order to achieve the desired
level of confidentiality (encryption and
picture handling, grant access to users,
limited data access via public channels,
12
erasing the data after the crisis, etc).
Privacy by design and big data – approaches.
USAR teams’ behavior is bounded by professional
ethics of USAR teams and by INSARAG guidelines
that precise e.g. the respect of privacy and image
of the victims and population wounded or not.
All partners and operators of the INACHUS
products should maintain a level of secrecy

See also original INACHUS Dow 2014 on high‐risk ethical issues, p. 136.
Compare original INACHUS Dow2014 on high‐risk ethical issues p. 135‐136 and 138‐139.
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dignity is affected.
The press is often present on the collapsed area and
asks for publishable materials. From a cultural point of
view, it is important to know which materials can be
published or not in the country.
Data revealing victims’ genre, age etc. can be used in a
discriminating way during the process of decision
making in countries where human rights are not
respected the way it is in Europe. (e.g. INACHUS can
only be used to save men, elite people and/or their
property.) On the other hand, rescuers should conduct
their operations by respecting local culture.

Some sensors may affect the health and safety of the
victims. In the original INACHUS Dow 2014 (p. 139),
there are mentions of chemical sensors, long‐wave
infra‐red camera, radar‐doppler sensor, radar‐
ultrawideband beamsteering radar prototype, snake
robots.
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about disclosing sensitive information to the
public. Much like doctor‐patient confidence
type of responsibility.
In the training material images of persons
should be blurred automatically. (And/or
permission from the person to use that image
is to be obtained.)
Cultural awareness exists among professionals who
are used to meeting cultural challenges and dealing
with population and local authorities. It is the role
of the officer to deal with these problems.
Nonetheless, the key question is how INACHUS
technology can help the decision makers to
minimize this kind of violation of rights. Is it better
for INACHUS to deliver information which does not
reveal the gender, race etc. of the victim? In this
case, possibilities to take into consideration cultural
aspects during rescue operations will be lost. Or
should the information be revealed and adaptable
according to the culture of the disaster area?
Safety regarding the use of these technologies
should be certified.

13

Dual and/or misuse of the INACHUS and its data
The INACHUS system or certain components of it (e.g.
14
sensors, snake ) can be sold to customers who could
use it for other purposes than USaR (e.g. military
purposes)
In case INACHUS is used in search and rescue
operations during terrorist attacks, the police might
have a reason to use the same system for surveillance
and to find the terrorists. Is the dual use in this case ok?
Sensors for detecting people can also be misused
elsewhere. If this kind of misuse of technology occurs to
a large extent, it might call into question the benefits
that INACHUS project could offer.

Consortium partners and the EC together should
make sure that adequate regulation, control
and licensing are available for the developed
system, technology or technique before it is
finished and can be sold or exported.”
(SIEWG2012). This means that when designing the
INACHUS business model in WP10, proper
regulation, control and licensing measures have to
be taken into consideration.
If INACHUS technologies are used for any other
operation than SAR (e.g: research of criminal,
finding missing persons, lost child, etc.), then a
special guidelines book including ethical
restrictions of use should be created.

Information leakage
Sharing information at various network levels could
result in a situation in which the wrong people can hack

INACHUS information security policy and the
implementation of the appropriate

13

Dual‐use in EU context refers to items or goods, software and technology normally used for civilian purposes but may have military
applications, or may contribute to the proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (EU 2007). More generally speaking, dual‐use can also
refer to any technology which can satisfy more than one goal at any given time.
14
See also original INACHUS Dow2014 on high‐risk ethical issues, p. 136.
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the system and follow the rescue operation activities at
the disaster site, maybe to plan additional attacks (in
case of terrorist attacks).

Sustainability of the business model
There is a risk that INACHUS is too big a package
for USaR municipalities and actors to buy. It
seems more likely that only certain components
will remain valuable on the market.
Is there a risk that we are developing a system, which is
too expensive to use in less affluent societies and
among the most vulnerable people?
Software licenses might hinder an efficient
development, same with patents.
Other ethical challenges
People could be scared by the snake robot due to its
similarities with a real snake.

Public
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“controls” in order to achieve the desired
level of confidentiality (encryption and
picture handling, grant access to users,
Limited data access via public channels,
erasing the data after the crisis, etc).
Privacy by design and big data approaches.
A proper business modelling by taking into
consideration various markets and their
limitations and needs for various INACHUS
components. INACHUS should be a flexible
system with a scalable deployment.
The use of open source and open standards.
No patents should be held by partners
National INACHUS license that can be
deployed locally by the national authorities.
Use of permissive SW license.

Friendly‐looking robots with communication
facilities (if the snake robot would look like a
flashlight, it could bring hope instead of fear).
Victims should be considered end‐users of the
system in the development of the snake
robot. Therefore, this development process
should have a service design approach.
User guidance.

IMSI catcher will catch all the phones around, even
those of the UsaR team members. These phones will
not be able to be used at this time. This would in turn
create a security problem.
The use of INACHUS hinders the electricity and data
INACHUS should be as autonomous as possible for
15
connections in the disaster area through saturation .
energy and communications needs.
Table 9: Ethical challenges and legal barriers of INACHUS

4.3.

Societal benefits of INACHUS

The table below identifies the various positive impacts INACHUS may have on peoples’ fundamental/human
rights as well as on other ethical and social aspects.

1) Trapped victims
The INACHUS integrated solution helps to rapidly assess the potential and the conditions of the entrapped
victims, and also detect their locations. This helps save lives and enables the rescue team to deploy a more
focused medical/psychological help. Statistics show that an efficient USaR system can reduce accident losses
15

see also INSARAG guidelines.
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to 9%, compared with situations without emergency system.
Based on the data (pictures, communication with the victim) it is also possible to take into account cultural
aspects and values of the victim in the rescue operation. The data would also enable the rescue team to pay
attention to the most vulnerable victims (e.g. children, elderly, and disabled people). For instance,
molecules sniffing would help the rescue team identify some potential health related issues of the victims.
This helps the head of the rescue operations set up priorities and make decisions on whom to rescue and in
which order.

A friendly looking snake robot would give hope to the victims by sending a message that help is on the way.
A snake robot with microphone and communication facilities is important. Moreover, it is important to note
that in certain countries, rescue dogs are not accepted.
Radars at planned frequencies do not reveal any details of people. This is positive in an ethical way.
2) People working in UsaR crews
The INACHUS solution produces information on the working conditions of the UsaR crews (e.g: the
identification of safe access and rescue areas and the use of snake robot in dangerous places).
INACHUS may lead to objective decisions based on a theoretical and methodological assessment of the
situation at hand (>potential locations of the victims, safety of the place to be explored for the crew, risk of
secondary collapse). However, some limitations should also be taken into account. They arise from the
liability of the simulation tools (as already mentioned above): operational decisions will always be made by
the officer of the crew.
3) Other local people & the society
The INACHUS solution, and especially the wide area awareness and simulation tools, can also help UsaR
decision makers protect local people in the middle of the disaster (> how to evacuate, etc.).
Wide area awareness and simulation tools can also be used to protect the critical infrastructures of the
disaster area, and therefore mitigate problems in housing, healthcare, general security, etc. during the
recovery phase of the disaster management
The use of wide area awareness and simulation tools can also help make better decisions concerning the
preservation of culturally valuable buildings and infrastructures, as well as natural areas. However, this
should be done without jeopardizing the first imperatives of humanitarian aid.
By using the INACHUS solution, direct disaster costs would be reduced due to the limitation of disaster
impacts thanks to a precise geographic localization system. Moreover, the INACHUS solutions would reduce
medical costs through the effective evacuation of the population from the danger zones or a reduction in
subsequent insurance claims.

4) Animals
Animals’ life can also be protected (canine dogs and other animals might be found with the help of the
sensors)
5) Societies in general
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The INACHUS project can contribute to the standardization of the protection of human rights and build
solutions to protect those rights. These solutions may even be technical (e.g. data anonymization). INACHUS
project will create pressures in the decision making process regarding the deployment of UAV in crisis
situations.
Moreover, the existence of the INACHUS solutions can promote a subjective security approach in societies
with high risk of disasters. Furthermore, the general awareness of the existence of these solutions can
prevent and/or reduce the death rate in case of terrorist events, thus making terrorist attacks less efficient.
INACHUS offers a deeper understanding of the typical scenarios for structural failures and their damages
following various types of incidents. (This refers both to the research to be done during the project, as well
as the knowledge which will be generated through the use of the INACHUS system.)
If the business model is successful, INACHUS would create a smart growth in the commercial market.
Table 10: Societal benefits of INACHUS

INACHUS provides tools for wide area awareness, simulation and the location of trapped victims. This initial
societal impact assessment conducted during the first months of the project and with a limited number of
stakeholders reveals the wide scope of both legal and ethical aspects of INACHUS. It provides a starting point
for the definition of the ethical requirements of INACHUS with its various components and for the further
investigation of the detailed legal and ethical issues of single INACHUS technologies and their R&D activities.

The purpose of INACHUS is to save lives by establishing an effective USaR operations framework that aims at
rapidly assessing the potential of locating entrapped victims. If the identified problems described in this
section materialize, then INACHUS fails to meet the needs of society. Further, these risks can have an impact on
several social aspects (e.g. way of life, fears and aspirations, environment, personal and property rights). In
addition, the potential use of INACHUS for unintended purposes can be a threat for the whole humanitarian aid
movement, which is based on trust and confidence.
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5. Societal guidelines and recommendations
In this chapter we introduce the ethical and societal guidelines for INACHUS based on the literature review
and on the initial Societal Impact Assessment described in the previous section, including the identified ethical
and legal problems defined in the table 9. These guidelines are to be followed/applied correspondingly in the
subsequent INACHUS Work Packages (WPs).

1.

Accurate understanding of USAR core processes, and collaboration with

end-users and INACHUS

information utilizers
INACHUS should be used in UsaR operations only when it serves the needs of the UsaR team and if it is
feasible based on the situation, environment and preference of aid workers/beneficiaries. This
requirement is important for the accurate understanding of the USaR core processes and decision
making challenges prior to the design and modelling of the new processes enabled by INACHUS. A
strong collaboration at the different levels of USaR operations and decision making among end‐users,
users, and the other USaR information providers of INACHUS (including the volunteers), is therefore
needed. Victims, who may provide their insights on the proposed INACHUS solutions (especially when
it comes to the features of the snake robot), should also be included in the definition of end‐users.

2.

Legal framework follow-up regarding USaR and its technology
Laws on international disaster response are developing rapidly, and both the UN and the EU are
developing their own legal frameworks for humanitarian assistance. Regulations on USaR technology
also follows the same pace of development, including the yet to be legislated legal framework
governing satellite data for disaster management. In addition, the new EU directive on data protection
is expected to come into effect in the coming years. A follow‐up of the legal framework presented in
the section 4.1 is therefore necessary for each INACHUS WP and project management activities. This
also includes lobbying activities, EU Civil Protection Mechanism, and all legislations regarding privacy
and data protection (see section 4.2). In addition changes in the local legislation/regulation of single
INACHUS technologies (e.g. IMSI, UAV and drones) are to be followed by those technology providers
and the corresponding INACHUS WPs.

3.

Development and deployment of the INACHUS code of conduct
The purpose of the INACHUS code of conduct (see initial proposal in the subsection 2.5) is to provide
basic ethical requirements for the INACHUS technology and its use. Although many of the ethical
statements and requirements within the project seem to be focused on human decision making
exclusively, some of these requirements may be supported by the technical features of the INACHUS
system. Here we provide some examples of these kinds of requirements:
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In order to support the rights of the vulnerable victims in the best possible way (see also
section 2.3), INACHUS needs to provide as detailed information as possible on the victims’
gender, health, age etc. via sensors and wide area awareness (e.g. information on the
buildings in which disabled people are susceptible to be present at the moment of the
incidence). However, since the same information can also be used for discriminating purposes
in some countries where human rights are not respected, possibilities to adapt the accuracy
and the content of the data are needed.



To support the accountability and learning process of INACHUS in the best possible way,
INACHUS technology should enable the execution of activities regarding both matters as
easily and automatically as possible.

4.

Data protection, privacy by design and big data approaches
Considering the potentially huge amount of data to be stored in INACHUS, we propose to adopt an
original “big data” approach. Summary on the recommendations discussed in the section 3 is as
follows:
‐

Follow the on‐going research about big data and privacy.

‐

Put more focus on the use of the data and less on its collection and analysis.

‐

Apply privacy by design‐approach (including the implementation of the appropriate
“controls” in order to achieve the desired level of confidentiality).

‐

Promote transparency of the use of the INACHUS system.

‐

Provide audit trail /log for oversight, faultless control of the collection, analytics, storage and
usage of all personal data.

5.

Technical quality, accuracy and precision
The criteria for the technical quality of INACHUS and its components have to be set high enough
to guarantee the reliability and effectiveness of the system.

Precision and accuracy are both related to cost. It may be possible to achieve high precision and high
accuracy in automated processing of any data, but only at high cost. However, if an accuracy estimate
is available, data with less accuracy could also be applicable. Therefore, estimating the accuracy of the
INACHUS data in the early stage is more valuable than just improving their accuracy later in the
process.
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User guidance material
Many of the ethical features mentioned in the INACHUS code of conduct and societal impact
assessment concern user guidance and other information delivery for the users. Therefore, proper
user guidance materials (manual, virtual) are needed. These materials are important for all users, and
especially to those who bring the equipment to the disaster area. Moreover, the added value of
INACHUS to USaR teams, as well as its limitations and liability issues (see section 4.2), are to be
explicated in these materials. Finally, procedures on how to obtain authorizations (e.g. for flying over
the impacted area and/or for using IMSI) should also be included in the INACHUS user guidelines.
Testing this user guidance material is also to be done during the pilots.

7.

Business modelling and dissemination
In order to mitigate the risks of dual/misuse, we need proper regulation and licensing of INACHUS and
its components so that only certified and official end‐user can get hold of the most advanced versions
of the systems/components. A proper business modelling by taking into consideration various
markets, as well as their limitations and needs for various INACHUS components, is important. In
addition, the use of open source and open standards should be seriously considered, so that no patent
would be held by partners.

A general dissemination of the project definition and the use of the equipment have to be set up. The
aim of the solution should always be clarified. Documents regarding the INACHUS development,
decision making processes and transparency are to be provided.

8.

Ethical oversight and Research ethics and its self-assessment
During the INACHUS project, several R&D activities will be carried out under various INACHUS WPs,
including R&D works for each used technology and INACHUS pilots. An Ethics Sub‐Committee of the
Project Advisory Board, chaired by LUAS, will be established to support this R&D work. The committee
consists of internal project representatives from each WP, as well as two external members. The
proposed external experts are: Dr Anke Van Gopr and Dr Emilio Mordini (see INACHUS DoW 2014).

Each researcher is responsible to perform the implementation of the research by following the
guidelines provided in this document (and later on by the ethics committee), and the guidelines
provided in The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity. The preparation of the research plan
is the starting point for the R&D works, even for smaller research activities.
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In addition, each work-package is asked to perform the ethical self-assessment of all its R&D
16

activities with the help of the INACHUS ethical self-assessment tool (see attachment 1.) If the R&D
works contain sensitive issues, the mitigation activities are to be included in the research plan, and the
ethics committee should be provided with that information.

9.

Continuing societal impact assessment
This deliverable has been produced in the early stage of the INACHUS project. The initial Societal
Impact Assessment (see section 4) is to be continued in collaboration with the end‐users and system
designers, as well as with other stakeholders. The next joint step is after each pilot in WP4, and finally
after the revision of the procurement strategy in WP10. This work will be organized by LUAS. In
addition to the above, deliberation of societal issues, including INACHUS’s potential impact on society
(see 4.1), is proposed to be done as routine work inside each work package alongside the project.

16

The tool is a customized version on the HORIZON 2020 ethical self‐assessment tool. (See
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/doc/call/h2020/h2020‐msca‐if‐2015/1645175‐h2020_‐
_guidance_ethics_self_assess_en.pdf)
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Annex 1: Ethical evaluation form
Ethical evaluation form for single R&D activities and technology in the INACHUS project
This evaluation form is based on the ethics self-assessment of Horizon 2020 projects.
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/doc/call/h2020/h2020-msca-if-2015/1645175-h2020__guidance_ethics_self_assess_en.pdf
Ethics self-assessment should be completed for all research/development tasks of INACHUS. Work package
leaders should make sure, that it will be done.
Completed forms should be named by <WP number> <research project> and stored in Redmine subfolder
(INACHUS file repository system) WP11/ethics evaluations. IN addition Ethics Committee is to be informed by
email.
Work package
Research/development project name
Form completed by (name & partner)
Date

1. HUMAN EMBRYOS/FOETUSES
Does your research involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (HESCs)?
yes

no

If yes, please specify. And wait for further instructions from the ethics committee before starting the R&D
work.
2. HUMANS

17

Does your research involve Human Participants?
yes

no

Activities to be taken:
The researchers should provide Informed consent forms with an information sheet specifying the nature
of the research (in the deliverable d11.1, see an example of an informed consent form). Furthermore, a
normal approval from the University Research Ethics Committee or from the relevant Member State
authority for non‐academic institutions should be mandatory if the human participants come from
outside the project consortium organizations.

3. HUMAN CELLS / TISSUES

17

This is the case at least with the pilots, but probably also with some other research activities to be conducted.
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yes

no

If yes, please specify. And wait for further instructions from the ethics committee before starting the R&D
work.
4. PERSONAL DATA

18

Does your research involve personal data collection and/or
processing?

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Does it involve tracking or observation of participants?

Does your research involve further processing of previously collected
personal data (secondary use)?
Activities to be taken:

The research must comply with the applicable international, EU and national law. One of the main legal
19
source in this domain is the EU Directive 95/46/EC on data protection. The main requirements are as
follows: 1) Informed consent forms collected from the participants are the general prerequisite for this
data processing. 2) The researchers should provide the details of the procedures regarding the collection,
storage, protection, retention, transfer and destruction or re‐use of the data, as well as those regarding
20
data safety procedures, data transfers to third countries and tracking and observing methods.
5. ANIMALS
Does your research involve animals?
yes

no

Activities to be taken:
The researchers should obtain the necessary authorisations and provide a detailed analysis of the
procedures, justifications and legal compliance.
6. THIRD COUNTRIES
Does your research involve non‐EU countries?

Do you plan to import any material from non‐EU countries into the
EU?

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Do you plan to export any material from the EU to non‐EU countries?
Activities to be taken:
The researchers should provide a risk‐benefit analysis, the details of the activities and compliance checks

18

This is the case at least with the pilots, during which the personal data is collected via INACHUS technology.
This directive is just now under revision and the new version is expectedecpected to come into effect in 2016 or 2017.
20
Compare also the privacy and data protection requirements for INACHUS mentioned in the D11.1.
19
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with the EU and local legislations.

7. ENVIRONMENT & HEALTH and SAFETY

21

7a) Does your research involve the use of elements that may cause
harm to the environment, to animals or plants?

yes

no

7b) Does your research involve the use of elements that may cause
harm to humans, including research staff?

yes

no

Activities to be taken:
7a: The researchers should obtain the necessary environmental authorizations and provide a risk‐benefit
analysis and compliance checks regarding legislation.
7b: The researchers should obtain the necessary health and safety authorizations and provide the details
of safety procedures and legal compliance.
8. DUAL USE

22

Does your research have the potential for military applications?
yes

no

Activities to be taken:
The researchers should provide an explanation on the exclusive civilian focus of the research, a justification of
military technologies, the details of the needed export licenses, explanation on how the research might affect
current standards in military ethics, and measures to apply to avoid negative implications on military ethics
standards.
9. MISUSE
Does your research have the potential for
malevolent/criminal/terrorist abuse
yes

no

Activities to be taken:
The researchers should provide a risk assessment and impact on human rights, the details on the
applicable legal requirements and the measures to be taken to prevent abuse.
10. OTHER ETHICS ISSUES
Are there any other ethics issues that should be taken into
consideration?
yes

no

21

In the INACHUS Dow 2014 (p. 139) Chemical sensors, Long-wave infra-red camera, Radar-Doppler Sensor, Radar-Ultrawideband
beeamsteering radar prototype and snake robots has been identified to be sensitive issues from the viewpoint of health and safety of the
research participants.
22
In the INACHUS DoW 2014 ( p.136) the risk for the dual use is defined as follows: While some of the identified sensor technologies and
snake robot technologies are already available, their integration and enhanced functionalities, as well as the augmented uses foreseen in
conjunction with novel developments, presents little technological dual-use potential in INACHUS”
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If yes, please specify. And wait for further instructions from the ethics committee before starting the R&D
work.
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Annex 2: Letter of consent

Field Test, LOCATION, COUNTRY
LETTER OF CONSENT


First Name:



Family Name:



Organization name and address:



Tel:

Mr/Ms ...........................................................would like to confirm that he/she accepts to
participate in the INACHUS trial under the framework of the INACHUS project that will take
place in DATE, LOCATION & COUNTRY.
He/She confirms that his/her participation in this event is volunteered. He/she also
understands that filming may take place and he/she consents to the use of stills and moving
imagery and sound recordings for trials assessment and publicity purposes.
The personal mobile phones must be switched off for the duration of the exercise. Otherwise,
personal data and location identifiers may be recorded by the experimental device deployed.

Date :
Signature :
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